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NASA'sOrigins and the Dawn of the SpaceAge

Foreword

When future generations review the histo_" of the twentieth century,, they will undoubtedly judge

humanity's movement into space, with both machines and people, as one of its seminal develop-

ments. Even at this juncture, the compelling nature of spaceflight--and the activity that it has

engendered on the part of many peoples and governments--makes the U.S. civil space program a

significant area of investigation. People from all avenues of experience and levels of education

share an interest in the drama of spaceflight.

This monograph relates for a general audience the origins of the space age, the creation of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the first tentative steps toward an

operational capability to undertake space exploration. To a veu' real extent, NASA emerged in

1958 out of the "cold war" rivalries of the United States and the Soviet Union, which were engaged

in a broad battle over the ideologies and allegiances of the nonaligned nations of the world. Space

exploration was one major area eontested. The Soviets gained the upper hand in this competition

on October 4, 1957, when they launched Sputnik I, the first artificial satellite to orbit Earth, as part

of a larger scientific effort associated with the International Geophysical _t_ar.

While U.S. officials congratulated the Soviet Union for this accomplishment, clearly many Ameri-

cans thought that the Soviet Union had staged a tremendous coup for the communist system at U.S.

expense. Because of this perception, Congress passed and President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed

the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, establishing the new agency with a broad man-

date to explore and use space for the benefit "of all mankind." NASA hegan operations on October

1, 1958, absorbing into it the earlier National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics intact--its

8,000 employees, an annual budget of $100 million, three major research laboratories (Langley

Aeronautical Laborato_,, Ames Aeronautical Laboratou, and Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory),

and two small test facilities. NASA soon added other facilities.

NASA began to conduct space missions within months of its creation, especially Project Mercuu"

to ascertain the possibilities of human spaceflight. Even so, these activities were constrained by a

modest budget and a measured pace on the part of NASA leadership. That changed rather suddenly

on May 25, 1961, when President John E Kennedy, responding to perceived challenges to U,S.

leadership in science and technology, announced a lunar landing effort that would place an Amer-

ican on the Moon before the end of the decade.

This monograph relates the sto_ of those early years and reprints facsimile _opies of key docu-

ments. At the time of the NASA's fortieth anniversary, it seems fitting to revisit its origins and to

reflect on its accomplishments since.

This is the tenth in a series of monographs prepared under the auspices of the NASA History Division.

The Monographs in Aerospace History series is designed to provide a wide variety of inves-

tigations relative to the histou of aeronautics and space. These publications are intended to be

tightly focused in terms of subject, relatively short in length, and reproduced in an inexpensive

format to allow for timely and broad dissemination to researchers in aerospace history-. Suggestions

for additional publications in the Monographs in Aerospace History series are welcome.

l:/ogler_D. Launius

Chief Historian

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

July 1. 1998
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Sputnik Night: October 4-5, 1957

The world's first attificial satellite, Sputnik, lifted off" from Soviet Central Asia at 10:26 p.m. Moscow

time on Friday, October 4, 1957. At 1:22 a.m. tile next morning, Radio Moscow announced that Earth

had a new, Soviet-made moon. By then the 83.6-kilogram (184.3-pound) ahmfinum alloy sphere had

twice passed unnoticed over the United Stales, where it was then mid-afternoon on October 4.

()ne of the first Americans to learn of the launch was Dr. I,loyd Berkner, the geophysicist who,

in 1950, had suggested that the time was ripe for an international program of global geophysical

research. Berkner's suggeslion grew into the eighteen-month International Geophysical Year

(IGY) of 1957-58.' He soon became coordinator for 1GY rocket and satellite plans.

At about 6:15 p.m.U.S. Eastern time on October 4, 1957, Berkner was at the Soviet Embassy in

Washington, I).C., fiJra reeeplion wrapping up the week-long IGY Rockets and Satellites Confer-

ence. The news fi'nm Moscow came by telephone to _dter Sullivan, senior scienee correspondent

for the i_tew }'brk Times, and made its way to Berkner, who called fi)r quiet and announced: "1 have

just been informed by the New }brk Times that a Russian satellite is in orbit at an elevation of

900 kilometers, l wish to congratulate our Soviet colleagues on their achievement.""

Half a worhl away, in Barcelona. Spain, many delegates to the 8th International Astronautical

Congress had gone to their hotel rooms, after a busy clay of presentations, I)y the time the news

broke. Some, such as British atJlhor Artlmr C. Clarke, first learned of Sputnik when the), were

awakened I)y reporters seeking atrthoritative (x)mment on the Soviet achievement.:' The aerospace

industry magazine _,Ivitltion [f.bek rep_wted that the Barcelona Congress became an impromplu

international h_rum for "'much animated informal diseussion about what the U.S. could do to

reeou 1) some of its scientific prestige. Manne(t space flight or hitting the moon were the two most

common suggestions, but even those were tinged with doubt that there still existed an American

lead in these categories." The magazine quoted an unnamed U.S. military official at the Congress

as saying, "if it weighs 18 pounds they're ahead of us--if it weighs 180 pounds, I'm seared!" An

unnamed Eulopean delegate, the magazine also reported, pointed to the twenty-three U.S. and

five Soviet papers at the Congress and pointedly concluded that "Americans talk about [space-

flight] and the Rt, ssians do it. TM

Over the next few weeks, the Sputnik launch emerged as a watershed in the history of the cold

war. The twelve-month period beginning with Sputnik's launch ended with the birth of the L'.S.

civilian space agency, the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA). The agency's creation was a produet

of post-Sputnik fl,ars, but it was shaped also by cautious

Eisenhower administration spat:e policies established in the

early 1950s. st_on after launching a satellite first emerged as a

serious possihility.

President Dwight D. Eisen-

hower meets with Harold

Stasson, a special assistant

who was largely responsible

fi>r drafting the "Open Skies"

proposal, in the Oval Office

on March 22, 1955.

Korolev and Freedom of Space: February 14,
1955-October 4, 1957

The space programs of the eMd war adversaries formed a sym-

biotic relationship--a race in which each competitor spurred

the other fi)rward--severa] years befnre Sputnik. With the col

lapse of the Soviet t -nion in 1991, much new infimnation on the

pvehistory of the Soviet space program became available. _
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The announcement of plans

for the building and launch-

ing of the world's first artifi-

cial satellite on July 29,

1955. Presidential press sec-

retary James Hagerty is
shown with five scientists

during the meeting at which

the announcement of Presi-

dent Eisenhower_ appnwal of

tile plan was made. Front,

left to right: Dr. Alan T.

Waterman, Hagert?, Dr. S.

Douglas Cornell, and Dr.

Alan Shaplo: Standing, left

to right: Dr. J. Wallace Joyce

and Dr. Athelstan Spilhaus.

One man dominated Soviet space engineerin_ in the 1950s and 1960s. Sergei Pavlovich Korolev

headed a Soviet amateur rocketry organizatioa in the 1930s and survived Joseph Stalin's forced

labor camps to build missiles in the 1940s at,d 1950s. On May 20, 1954, the Soviet government

ordered Korolev's design bureau, OKB-1, to d,_velop the first Soviet intercontinental ballistic mis-

sile (ICBM), the R-7. On May 26, Korolev di, patched to the Soviet government the Report on an

Artificial Satellite of the Earth, authored by his old friend Mikhail Klavdiyevich Tikhonraw_v. He
pointed out that the R-7 missile could be used as a satellite launcher and included written materi-

als from the United States that demonstrated American interest in satellite launches."

Work toward U.S. satellites occurred on severai levels in the early 1950s. Civilian interest centered

on the possibility of launching science satellites during the IGY. At the same time, the military car-

ried out several reconnaissance satellite studie _.The major issue affecting the timing of subsequent

U.S. satellite launches apparently emerged a.' early as June 1952 in the "Beacon Hill Report,"

authored by a fifteen-person study group cony.ruing at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The

report pointed out that military satellites would orbit over Soviet territory and could thus be con-

sidered a violati9n of national sovereignty. For this reason, the report stated, their deployment
would have to be authorized at the U.S. presidential level5

OnFebruary 14, 1955, the Technological Capabilities Panel ("the Surprise Attack Panel") issued

its report, Meetiagthe Threat of Surprise Attack, in which it reiterated the Beacon Hill group's con-

tention and suggested a solution. The panel advised that a small science satellite should be

launched as early as possible to establish the principle of "freedom of space" for military satel-

lites tha_ would follow. _ President Eisenhow_ r's advisers adopted the principle of "freedom of
space" soon thereafter. _

By this time, the discussion of a science satellite was well advanced in U.S. scientific circles. This cul-

minated in a U.S.-sponsored initiative prompting the international ruling body of the IGY to call for

science satellite launches during the IGY. The resolution was adopted in Rome on October 4, 1954.

The Rome resolution pulled back the hammer on the starter's gun in the satellite race. It helped

ensure that Korolev's preliminary satellite wor_ did not languish, and it led to the creation of the

Interdepartmental Commission for the Coordination and Control of Work in the Field of Organiza-
tion and Accomplishment of Interplanetary Communications, the first organization within the

Soviet Academy of Sciences devoted to spacefl ght) UThis organization, the existence of which was

announced on April 16, 1955, was chaired by _cademician Leonid Sedov.

A month before Sedov's announcement, on March 14, 1955,

the U.S. National Committee for the IGY had issued a report

declaring feisible a U.S. science satellite launch during the
IGY. It subr_itted the report to the National Science Founda-

tion, which took it to President Eisenhower. On May 18, 1955,

the U.S. IG'( committee formally approved the satellite pro-

ject. The Na:ional Security Council (NSC) considered the pro-
ject on Ma_, 20, 1955, and issued a draft policy statement

(NSC 5520) On May 26, 1955, the NSC formally approved
U.S. government participation in the U.S. IGY science satel-
lite project. The NSC's unstated aims were to establish the

principle of "freedom of space" and to accrue for the United

States the prestige benefits of launching the first satellite. The

IGY science satellite program was not to interfere with high-

priority missile programs. 1_On May 27, Eisenhower approved

the plan. On July 29, 1955, Eisenhower's press secretary,

James Hagcrty, announced that the United States would

launch a sei._nce satellite during the IGY.

2
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Without realizing it, Eisenhower fired the starter's gun in the race to launch an Earth satellite. News

of the announcement reached the 6th International Astronautical Congress in Copenhagen. l)cll-

mark, on August 2, 1955, where Academician Sedov was in attendance. That same day, Sedov held

a press eonference at the Soviet Embassy in Copenhagen, at which he announced thai "'the re_,l-

ization of the [Soviet] satellite project can be expected in the near future. ''_

On ?tngusl 30, 1955, Korolev presented to the Soviet government's Military-Industrial Commis-
sion a new satellite report completed two weeks earlier by Tikhonravov. On the hasis of the

report, the commission approved using the R-7 ICBM to launch a one-and-a-half-ton salellile--

this over opposition from Soviet missile specialists, who worried that the satellite effort would
intert_re with ballistic missile development. Later that day, Korolev told representatives of the

Soviet Academy of Sciences that he could launch the first in a series of IGY science satellites in

April-June 1957, before the IGY started. The Academy representatives approved the project.
_ork on the satellite's scientific program began immediately, but the Soviet Council of Ministers

did not issue its h_rmal decree authorizing the program (No. 149-88ss) until January 30, 1956.':'

The satellite was designated Object-D.

During the following month, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushehev visited OKB-1 to see the R-7 ntis-

sile. Korolev made the most of the opportunity. He displayed an Object-D moekup and described

U.S. satellite plans. Khrushehev expressed concern that the satellite program might interfere wilh

missile work, but he accepted Korolev's assurances to the contrary and endorsed the program."

One of Korolev's selling points was that the R-7 ICBM was well along in development. It lherefi_re

stood a good chance of launching the first satellite because the United States had elected to buiht an

entirely new rocket for its satellite effort. The Soviet engineer's assessment was not far off the mark.

On August 3, 1955, the Stewart Committee had approved the Project Vanguard plan of the Naval

Research I.aboratory (NRL) for an IGY science satellite. This committee was chaired by Homer

Stewart of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) at the California Institute of Technolo_', and il con-

sisted of eight members appointed by the Department of Defense and the branch services. The com-

mittee chose Vanguard from a field of three rival projects: the Air Force's "World Series" plan, which

envisioned laun_hing a satellite weighing about 2,500 kilograms (about 5,000 pounds) on an Atlas

missile with an upper stage; the Army's Project Orbiter, which proposed to launch a five-pound.

poorly instrumented satellite on a Redstone missile with a I_ki upper stage; and Vanguard, which

had going for it an impressive suite of science instruments but which required the development of a

new rocket based partly on the Viking sounding rocket. The Air Force plan was eliminated because

it might interfere with missile development. The Stewart Committee had difficuhy choosing between
the Army and NRI, plans. The Army booster clearly won out over the Vanguard rocket, which existed

only on paper, while the NRL satellite's impressive instrument complement was in keeping with the

scientific spirit of the 1GY. For a time, the committee considered launching the NRL satellite on the

Army booster, but its members worried that interservice rivalry might delay the satellite past the

1GY/:' By some accounts, the final vote could have gone for either Orbiter or Vanguard, and it may

in fact have been decided in the end by the absence of one member because of illness/"

The Vanguard program was officially started on September 9, 1955, with a plan to buiht six vehi-
cles. Of these, one was expected to reach orbit. The program had a budget of $20 million and an

eighteen-month timetable leading to first orbital launch. The Object-D program began officially on

Fehrnary 25, 1956, with satellite assembly beginning on March 5 and launch targeted for the spring

of 1957. _: Both the U.S. and Soviet programs immediately fell behind schedule.

On September 14, 1956, Korolev addressed the Presidium of the Soviet Academy of Sciences to

plead for additional support in meeting the target launch date. He complained that subeontraetors

were not making required deliveries. Korolev had become anxious when he received a report--

mistaken, as it turned out--that a September 1956 missile test at Cape Canaveral had been a tailed

satellite launch attempt.

i;l

Sergei P. Korolev

(1906-1966), Russian rocket

and spacecraft pioneer.
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77w announcement by the

Sorters of the intention to
I.um'h .n Earth satellite dur-

ing the IGY This photo was

taken at the Legation of the

Noriet I /nion in Copenhagen.

Denmark, d.ring the 6th
Intern.tional Astronautical

()mgress, August 1955,

shortl) after the Americans
rltltlounced their itttention.s to

hmm'h a satellite. Left to

right: ._lr. l'ereschetin and Mr.

Smmihor q/'S_n_iet State Seeu-

rit _: Kvrill E Ogorodiko_,,

prqfi'ssor of astronomy,

Leningrad University: and

Leonid lranorich Sedor. spe-
cmlist in mechanics, Soviet

, lcademy _f Sciences.

In addition, the R-7 engine modified for satellite launches was not performing at the thrust level

expected. Korolev drove himself and his staff mercilessly to solve the problem, but he finally had to
change his plans. On January 5, 1957, he fi_nnally proposed reducing the weight of the first Soviet

satellite to improve its chances of being first in space. He cited the supposed failed U.S. satellite

latmch and his belief that the United States could try again in early 1957. In fact, Korolev proposed

two "'simple satellites." PS-1 and PS-2, as they were known, would each weigh about 100 kilograms

(220 pounds). The Soviet Council of Ministers approved the change on Fehruary 15, 19572'

Korolev did not need to drive himself and his staff so hard, for in the United States, Vanguard also

had problems. Between September 1955 and _pril 1957, the program's cost shot up from $20 mil-

lion to $110 million. On May 3, 1957, the Bureau of the Budget sent an urgent memorandum on the

overruns to President Eisenhower. He placed _he issue on the agenda of the May 10 NSC meeting.

John Hagen, Vanguard's program director, a_d Detlov Bronk, president of the National Academy

of Sciences, may have felt buoyed by the successful second Vanguard test launch on May 1. TV-1,

as it was known, tested a rocket consisting of a liquid-fueled Vanguard first stage (a modified Viking

sounding rocket) and a prototype solid-flteled Vanguard third stage. Hagen attempted to justify the

program on the basis of its expected scientific return, and Bronk appealed to Eisenhower's vision
of the future, declaring that the first satellite launch would mark the start of a new historieal epoch.

The President, however, would have none of that--he kept the discussion focused on Vanguard's

escalating cost. Eisenhower complained that the scientists had "gold-plated" their instruments and

produced plans for satellites larger and mor_ elaborate than those he had approved. The act of

launching the satellite was what would create prestige, not the instruments it carried, he said.

CFreedom of space" was not directly menti,ned, although the NSC 5520 directive was.) Eisen-

hower grudgingly admitted that the United S_ates had little choice but to continue the rosily pro-

gram because it had publicly announced that it would launch a satellite. He insisted, however, that
the total cost be held to $110 million. He stated that, while six Vanguards were being buih, there

was no reason to suppose that all six wouhl b_ launched. The Vanguard program might end as soon
as it succeeded in placing a satellite in orbit. There was little hint of urgency) _'

The IGY began on July 1, 1957, and a few dtys later, on July 5, the Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA) reported to Deputy Secretary of Defens _ Donald Quarles that a Soviet satellite launch might

occur as early as the birthday anniversary ot Russian rocket pioneer Konstantin Tsiolkovskiy on

September 17. This intelligence apparently excited little interest among members of the Eisen-
hower administration who learned of it._' Korolev might have

been gratif ed at the time to know that the CIA supposed that he

might laurch a satellite as early as September, for his R-7
rocket was having trouble. By the end of July, it failed three

times in sl ccession. Finally, on August 21. 1957, the missile

flew succe, sfully for the first time. The tlighl was announced to

the world ,m August 27, but many in the United States were

skeptical taat the Soviets had accomplished the worht's first

ICBM test. A second, less publieized test on September 7 was
also successful.

The Septer lber 17 target date had to slip, however. On Septem-
ber 20, the State Commission for the PS-I satellite authorized
an Octobe" 6 launch from Baikonur Cosnn_drome in Soviet

Kazakhstan. Fearful that the United States might launch its

satellite dt ring the September 30-October 5 IGY Rockets and

Satellites Conference in Washington, Korolcv advan_'ed PS-I's

launch to October 4. z_The R-7 rocket modified fl_r launching

PS-I was placed on the pad on October 3. Fueling began at

4
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5:4.5 a.m., Baikonur time, the next day, and the rocket lifted off sixteen hours later. Six minutes

after liftoff, PS-l--soon renamed Sputnik--ejeeted from its expended carrier rocket to became a

second moon of Earth. A new age of exploration was under way.

One Small Ball in the Air: October 4, 1957-November 3, 1957

On Friday. October 4, 1957, U.S. domestic news was dominated by Eisenhower's decision to send

troops to Little Rock, Arkansas, to enforce civil rights legislation integrating the schools. When

Americans heard about Sputnik, some stepped outside to look for the racing spot of light moving

across the crisp autunm sky. Others stayed inside to watch the premiere of a comedy television pro-

gram called Leave it to Beaver.

The Eisenhower administration viewed the Soviet satellite less as a milita_' threat than as a boost

to its behind-the-scenes efforts to establish the principle of "freedom of space" ahead of eventual

military reconnaissance satellite launches. Sputnik overflew international boundaries, yet it

aroused no diplomatic protests. Four days after Sputnik's launch, on October 8, Donald Quarles

summed up a discussion he had with Eisenhower: "the Russians have . . . done us a good turn,

unintentionally, in establishing the concept of freedom of international space .... The President

then looked ahead . . . and asked about a reconnaissance [satellite] vehicle. ''e:

That same day, in response to mounting public alarm, U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles

sent White House Press Secretary James Hagerty a memorandum on the Soviet satellite. Dulles

called the Sputnik launch "'an event of considerable technical and scientific importance," trot he

hastened to add that its "importance should not be exaggerated . . . the value of the satellite to

mankind wiJl for a long time be highly problematical." Furthermore, the Dnlles asserted, "the

United States . . . has not neglected this field. It already has a capability to utilize outer space for

missiles and it is expected to launch an earth satellite during the present geophysical },ear in accor-

dance _dlh a program that has been under orderly development over the past two years. ''':_

Tire furor over Sputnik's launch took several days to build as opinion-makers struggled to interpret

tire event in tire wider context of U.S. national security. Dulles's comments became the basis for the

Eisenhower administration's response to the Soviet satellite. The clay after Hagerty received the

memorandum, on October 9, 1957, Eisenhower faced the press

for the first time since the launch. Seeking to calm Congress and

the public, he assured reporters that Sputnik contained "no

additional threat to the United States," adding that "from what

Ithe SovietsJ say, they have put one small ball in the air." When

asked how his administration could have let the Soviets be first

in spar'e, Eisenhower said that "no one ever suggested to me . . .

a race except, of course, more than once we would say, well,

there is going to be a great psychological advantage in world pol-

itics to putting the thing up, but . . . in view of the real scientific

character of our development, there didn't seem to be a reason

for jusl ruing t_ grow hysterical about it." He added that he had

prm'ided the U.S. satellite and missile efforts with funds "to the

limit of my ability . . . and that is all I can do. ''24

Eisenhower's greatest enor in the Sputnik "crisis" was his failure

to appreciate the psychological dimension of launching the first

satellite. Far from being about science solely, Sputnik came to be

about the way .Mnerieans saw themselves. Many saw Sputnik as

Before a national telez;ision

audience, President Dwight

D. Eisenhou, er displays a

nose cone from a Jtq)iter-C

missile on August 7. 1957.
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confirmalion that the Soviets had an operati real 1CBM, a feat the United Stales, supposedly lhe

technological leader of tile worht, could not , et match. _ The administration's efforts to quell fears

i,mnediately backfired. Many interpreted El.' enhower's statements as evidence that he was out of

touch. NASA Historian Roger Launius has su rimed up the (unfair) popular appraisal of Eisenhower

at the time: "'A smiling incompetent . . . a 'do-nothing,' golf-playing president mismanaging

events .... '"' His comments looked weak placed beside the alarmist statements emanating fi'om

Congress. l:vpieal of these were comments by Democratic Senator Richard Russell of Georgia. chair

of the Armed Services Committee: "'_ now [-:now beyond a doubt that the Russians have the uhi-

mate weapon--a hmg-range missile capable of delivering atomic and hydrogen explosives across
continents and ol!eallS .... ,,27

Man_ criticized Eisenhower h,r pinching per:nies and making ill-informed decisions without free

debate at the expense of national teehnologi, al leadership and security. As Aviation lt_'eL Editor-

in-Ct,ief Robert Hotz stated in the first of a series of scathing post-Sputnik editorials:

TI.' Si,tanik I ,VJucecraft.

We believe thai the people of this countr',' have a right to know the facts about the relative

posilions of Ihe U.S. and the Soviet Union in this technological race which is perhaps the

most significant event of our times. The) have the right to find out why a nation with our

vastly superior scientific, economic, ard milita_ potential is being at the very least

equaled and perhaps surpassed by a cou:ltry thai less than two decades ago couhtn't even

play in lhe same scientific [)all park. T icy also have the right to make decisions as to

whether they want their govermnent to nmintain our eurrenl leadership of the free worht

regardless of the cost in dollars and sweat .... They are not decisions to be made arbi-

tl'arilv by a clique of leaders in an ivory _ower or on a golf course, z_

()n the day Eisenhower faced the media, Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson received his first

l_OSt-Sputnik briefing fi'om the Pentagon. J_hnson was entertaining friends at his ranch near

Austin. Texas, when the Sputnik news broke. "In the Open West yon learn to live closely wilh Ihe

sky**" he wrote later of the night of October 4. "h is part of your life. But now, somehow, in some

new way. the sky seemed almost alien. ''2'_ In addition to an alien sky over the Texas hill counlry,

Johnson saw in Sl,utnik an issue important It. the nation that could advance his career and party.

.Xccor, ling to J_dmson aide (,len Wilson, Johnson launched plans that very night for a public

investigation int,, the state of U.S. satellite and missile programs in the Senate Preparedness

Subcommittee, which he chaired.:"'

EisenhoweJ publicly downplayed concerns over Sputnik, bul

behind the scenes, he took modest steps to counter the Soviet

propaganda victor'. On October 8, he had asked outgoing Seere-

ta_ of Deft nse Charles Wilson to order the Army Ballistic Mis-

sile Agenty (ABMA) at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville,

Alabama, t _ ready a Jupiter-C rocket to launch a satellite. Not

until NoveHber 8, however, did the command reach the Red-

stone Arset al and become public?' The ABMA received autho-

rization fr,,m the Army for two launch attempts. Project

Vanguard u ansferred a science instrument--James _an Allen's

radiation detector--from one ¢_l the later planned Vanguard

satellites to the ABMA et'fi)rt.

By then, Ih,_"Eisenhower administration had lwiee as many rea-

sons tbr laanehing a U.S. satellite us soon us possible. On

November ", 1957, Korolev's team had launched Sputnik I1. The

satellite, _hieh included 508 kilograms (1,118 pounds) of
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payload, was a hastily prepared combination of the PS-2 satellite and a

life support capsule for a dog, which was originally designed for brief

sounding rocket flights. On board was a canine passenger named Laika.

The Birth of NASA: November 3, 1 957-
October 1, 1958

President Eisenhower spoke on television on November 7 as Sputnik I

aml Sputnik II orbited Earth. He displayed a missile nose cone recov-

ered after a suborbital flight on a Jupiter-C rocket a few days before.

Eisenhower's prepared statement h_cused on improving science and

technology education, and he announced the appointment of Dr. James

t/. Killian, Jr., the president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy, as his Special Assistant for Science and Technology. Killian's

appointment was interpreted in Congress as a determination to put a

civilian spin on the growing debate over the future course of U.S. space

exploration. :'_Eisenhower confirmed this conviction during a November

13 speech on technical education in Oklahoma City, in which he spoke

publicly of a civilian space agency for the first time.

On Monday, November 25, the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee

hearings commenced. These hearings kept Lyndon Johnson anti the mis-

sile and space issues in the public eye for several weeks. Seventy-three

witnesses prm, ided their assessments of the state of U.S. missile lech-

nnlogy ant[ interpretations of the events leading up to Sputnik. John

Hagen told Johnson that Project Vanguard could have heat Sputnik I

into orbit if it had been afforded a higher priority) a He reported that he

had asked for higher priority in 1955 but never received a response. :_'*

Donald Quarles testified that, in retrospect, the joh of launching an IGY

satellite should have been given to the Army in 1955. He hastened to

add, however, that "[t]aking the missile program as a whole and con>

paring their [the Soviet] program with our own, I estimate that as of

today our program is ahead." He told subcommittee chair Johnson that the United States was

ahead in electronics, but it was hard to say which country was ahead in missiles. It was true, he

said, that the Russians hat[ a more powerful rocket engine, but "'one would be even there cau-

tious about the statement that they were ahead of us in rocket engines." He reported that since

Sputnik 1, there had been no acceleration of U.S. rocket programs--none was necessary. John-

son interpreted this as complacency on the part of the Pentagon and the Eisenhower White

House. "The net of it is," he drawled, "that the American people can have adequate defense and

eat their cake too--and even have whipped cream on it. ''_

The subcommittee did not explore specifically how the United States should organize to explore

space, but this complex and contentious issue was a subtext. As the hearings continued into earl),

December, the Eisenhower administration transferred to the White House the Science Advisory

Committee of the Defense Department's Office of Defense Mobilization. It became the nucleus of

the new President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC), which was constituted in part to con-

sider how best to organize the U.S. space effort. Five new members were added, including James

Doolittle, chair of the National Advisory Comminee on Aeronautics (NACA), which was created

in 1916 to be the civilian government organization performing research into aviation.

An exploded vie,, q/the

Sputnik I q,lcecr_tli.
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Explorer I sits on the launch

pad venting before launch,

Jt.mary 31, 1958. (NASA

photo 97-H-482)

The push to organize a national space program received new
impetus on December 6, when the Vanguard TV-3 rocket

climbed a_out a yard above its Florida launch pad before falling
back and eCploding. The mission was to have heen the first all-

up test of the new Vanguard rocket. TV-3 carried a one-

and-seven-tenths-kilogram (three-and-a-quarter-pound) test

satellite derided by Soviet leader Khrushehev as an "orange.' .....

On December 30, James Killian wrote a memorandum to Eisen-

hower in which he noted that many scientists held "'deeply felt

convictions" opposing Defense Department control of the spree

program because they felt it would limit space research stri¢'tly

to military objectives and would tar all U.S. space activity as

military, in nature. He then offered some organizational alterna-

tives for sit.ace that he believed would provide "'the means for

non-military basic space research while at the same time taking

advantage of the immense resources of the military missile arr¢l

recon sateltite programs." Killian proposed a Defense Deparl-
ment-operated "central space laboratory with a very broad
charter," wfich he likened to the Los Alamos National Labora-

tory. He wote that the administration might also "encourage
NACA to e :tend its space research and provide it with the nec-

essary funds to do so. ''3::'s

The ABMA s Explorer satellite program continued in its backup

role followi ag the Vanguard TV-3's failure ira December. Range

restrictions prevented simultaneous Vanguard and Explorer

launch preparations. The ABMA's opportunity arrived on Janu-
ary 26 whe I the backup to the ill-fated TV-3 vehicle, the Van-

guard TV-2BU, had to "stand down" pending a second stage
engine repltcement. This gave the Huntsville team until about

February 1 to make a launch attempt. The first attempt on

January 30 was scrubbed because of unfavorable winds. The jet stream shifted north the next day,
however. At 10:48 p.m. Eastern time on J_nuary 31, 1958, Explorer I lifted off on top of a
Jupiter-C. At 12:51 a.m. on February 1, a suq cessful orbit was confirnred.

Explorer l's suecess encouraged supporters ot a crash effort to recoup lost U.S. prestige by launch-

ing an automated probe to the Moon. The pro _osal, first discussed in Barcehma the morning after

Sputnik, _!ame up for discussion in the Febn ary 4, 1958, Legislative Leadership Meeting at the
White House--an opportunity for Republica_l congressional leaders arnl the Eisenhower admin-
istration to compare notes.

Interestingly, despite his problems with the _;putniks, Eisenhower remained t'ohl to reaping the

prestige benefits of a Moon shot. The meeting minutes state that Eisenhower was "firmly of tire

opinion that the rule of reason had to be app ted to these Space projects--that we eouhtu't pour

unlimited fnnds into these costly projects where there was nothing of early value to the Nation's

security .... [l]n the present situation, the President mused, he wouht rather have a good Red-
stone than be able to hit the moon, for we die n't have any enemies on the moon!" When Senator

William Knowland pointed out the prestige value of being first to hit the Mo_m. Eisenhower

relented partly, saying that if a rocket now av, dlable could do the job, work should go ahead. The

President stressed, however, that he "didn't want to rush into an all-out effort on each of these pos-
sible glamor performances without a full appreciation of their great cost.' .....

Meanwhile. Congress discussed ahernatives fo- organizing the U.S. space pv_,gram. Hotlse Majority

I.eader John McCormack, a Massachusetts i)emocrat, called tbr a presid_mtially appointed
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National Science Council, while another faction sought to put the space program under control

of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Democratic Senators John McClellan of Arkansas and

Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota called for the establishment of a Department of Science and

Technology headed by a Cabinet-level secretary, a proposal Eisenhower opposed?"

Although making the NACA the nucleus of a civilian space program did not at first find sup-

porters in Congress, it soon became the favorite option of the PSAC. On February 4, the Pur-
cell Panel was established to consider organizational alternatives for space. The panel was

named for Nobel Laureate Edward Purcell, who was appointed to the PSAC in December when

it transferred to the White House. On February 21, S. Paul Johnston, director of the Institute

for Aeronautical Sciences and a participant in the panel, summed up the issue of space pro-

gram organization as one of "exploration" versus "control." The latter, he said, was a militaD"
function. He cited four possible organizational alternatives:

Establish a neu; government agency. This would, he wrote, take too much time.

Assign the space program to the AEC. In political terms, this proposal was well supported

in Congress, but the AEC had no experience in the space field, and its new responsi-
bilities would constitute a distraction from its vital atomic energy roles. Johnston

dubbed the alternative "the least practical."

Establish the NAC4 as the controlling agency: Johnston

pointed out that "[e]xtending [the NACA's] interests
into space technology would seem to be a logical evo-

lutionary step from its research activities of the past

40-odd years."

Assign space to the Advanced Research Projects Agency

(ARP4) of the Defense Department. ARPA was created

on February 7, 1958. "ARPA could take on the job
with a minimum of additional legislation," wrote John-

ston, "but military interests might outweigh the purely
scientific and civil aspects .... It would be difficult to

avoid security restrictions, and participation in inter-

national programs of a purely scientific nature might

thereby be hampered."*'

On February 6, the Senate formed an ad hoc Special Com-

mittee on Space and Astronautics chaired by Lyndon John-
son. On March 5, the same day Vanguard 1 reached orbit, the

House of Representatives established the ad hoc Select Com-
mittee on Astronautics and Space Exploration with House

Majority Leader John McCormack as chair. Also on March 5,
the President's Advisory Committee on Government Organi-
zation chair Nelson Rockefeller, James Killian, and Bureau of

the Budget Director Percival Brundage recommended to

Eisenhower that "leadership of the civil space effort be

lodged in a strengthened and redesignated National Advisory
Committee for Astronautics. ''_' Eisenhower immediately

authorized their proposal and assigned the Bureau of the

Budget to draft the required legislation.

Dr. William H. Piekering. Dr.

James A. Van Allen, and Dr.

Wernher yon Braun (left to

right) hoist a model tf

Explorer I and the final stage

after the succes._d la,m'hing

on January 31, 1958.

(NASA photo 78-H-136)
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The first test launch of the
l_mguard launch vehicle for

the U.S.-IGY Earth Satellites

Program to place a satellite
in Earth orbit to determine

atmospheric density and con-

duct geodetic measurements.

A malfunction in thefirst

stage caused the vehicle to

lose thn_t after two seconds,

amt the vehicle was destroyed.

In a speech to a joint session of Congress on April 2, Eisen-
hower call _d for a NACA-based civilian National Aeronau-

tics and Space Agency (NASA). He also handed down a

directive ordering the NACA and the Defense Department to

begin arranging the transfer of nonmilitary Department of
Defense space assets to the NACA. On April 14, Lyndon

Johnson and New Hampshire Republican Styles Bridges

introduced the Senate version of the NASA bill (S-3609),
and John McCormack introduced the House version

(HR-1188_). Hearings commenced the following day.

On May 1, James Van Allen announced that radiation detec-

tors aboarc Explorer I and Explorer III (launched March 26)

had been s_vamped by high radiation levels at certain points

in their orbits. This pointed to the existence of powerful

radiation belts surrounding Earth. The detection of the Van

Allen Belts was the first major space discovery. Supporters

of Eisenhower's methodical approach to space exploration

capitalized on the find, pointing out that the Soviet Union's
two heavy Sputniks had accomplished no equivalent scien-

tific feat. In fact, the Soviets had not launched a new satel-

lite since ,_putnik 11 in November.

On May 5, NACA chair James A. Doolittle testified to the

House Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration

that the U.S. civilian space program had "two h)cused objec-

tives--gairiing scientific, data using automated probes and

sending in!o space craft that will carry men on voyages of

exploratior." Branding an earl), Moon shot a "stunt," Do, lit-
tle added that "[i]n our programming we stould keep our eyes focused on these objectives.

The fact that the Russians may accomplish some specific objectives in their space programs

first should not in itself be permitted to dixert us from our own designated .bjertives.""

Korolev's team had not stopped work since Sputnik II. On May 15, Korolev finally launched

the conical, 1,330-kilogram (2,926-pound) Object-D satellite. Academician Sedov declared,

"The new Sputnik . . . could easily carry a man with a stock of fi_od and supplementary

equipment."" The sheer size of the satellile triggered new recriminations and new calls for

action. Aviation Week editor-in-chief Rober Hotz again articulated well lhe mood in the U.S.

space community:

Successful launching of the 3000-lb So_ let Sputnik Ill should dispel most of the wish-

ful thinking that has hung over the U.S. space policy since the fiery plunge of Sputnik

11 into the Caribbean [on April 14]. It pr,,ves once again that the Soviets' early Sputniks

were no lucky accidents. It proves that the Soviet space program is a well-organized,

consistent effort that is attempting to t rogress in significant increments rather than

simply shooting for some spectacular, i_ternational propaganda stunt. It also indirates

that the Soviet program has solid and ,:onsistent support not suhject to the ups and

downs of top level policy changes or p(litical whims of the moment .... We are still

debating in Congress the advisability of ,stablishing a National Aeronautics and Space

Agency. We hope Sputnik II1 will shale some of the Congressional nitpickers out of

their lofty perches and prod them into a-tion on this vital measure. _
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Hotz soon got his wish. The House NASA bill passed on June 2,

with the Senate version following on June 16. The most impor-

tant conflict between the bills was the structure and composi-

tion of a committee advising the agency's director. The House

bill--which Eisenhower favored--made provision for a rela-

tively weak seventeen-member advisory committee, while the

Senate bill had a strong seven-member policy board. A biparti-

san nineteen-member blue ribbon panel chaired by Johnson

produced a joint version that retained the strong policy board.

President Eisenhower continued his opposition to the policy

board on the grounds that it would usurp presidential authority.

Eisenhower and Johnson met at the White House on July 7 to

break the impasse. Johnson suggested that the president serve

as chair of the policy board, and Eisenhower agreed. *_The blue

ribbon panel met for the final time on July 15, changing the pol-

icy board's name to the National Aeronautics and Space Coun-

cil. Congress passed the final version of the bill on July 16, and

President Eisenhower signed it into law on July 29, 1958.

The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (Public La_
85-568) stated that the NACA would become NASA after

ninety days unless the transition was proclaimed sooner by the

NASA administrator. On August 8, Eisenhower nominated T.

Keith Glennan, the president of the Case Institute of Technol-

ogy in Cleveland, Ohio, to be NASA's first administrator. He

nominated NACA Director Hugh Dryden as deputy administra-
tor. The Senate confirmed the nominations with little debate on

August 14. On August 19, the Department of Defense and

NASA agreed to transfer nonmilitary space projects, but they

deferred the actual transfers until after NASA was in place.

Glennan and Dryden were sworn in on August 20.

On August 17, the United States attempted its first Moon shot,

an ARPA lunar orbiter on a Thor missile with an Able-1 upper

stage. The Air Force Thor first stage exploded after seventy-

seven seconds, destroying the thirty-eight-kilogram (eighty-

four-pound) probe.

On September 4, Eisenhower appointed his fellow National

Aeronautics and Space Council members. These included Glen-

nan, Detlov Bronk, and James Doolittle. Glennan proclaimed

NASA ready to succeed the NACA on September 25.

On October 1, 1958, NASA officially opened for business with
five facilities inherited from the NACA: Lewis Research Center

in Ohio, Langley Research Center and the Wallops rocket test
range in Virginia, and Ames Research Center and the Muroc

aircraft test range in California. That same day, Eisenhower

issued an executive order transferring space projects and appro-

priations from other space programs to NASA. These gave

NASA 8,240 staff (8,000 from the NACA) and a budget of

approximately $340 million.

Icing research is under way during the 1940s at the Lewis

Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio, one of the NAC_t_ origimd

facilities that became part of NASA.

This photo shows the original twelve-foot pressure wind tunnel

at the Ames Research Center in Mountain View, California,
shortly after its construction in 1946. Ames was another NACA

fiwility that became part of NASA. (NASA photo 94-H-418)
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The Jitll-scale wind tunnel at

the lxmgle) Research Center
in ttampton, _'rginia. gTlile

l_mglQ had a rich heritage

in aeronautics work, engi-

neers and scientists at brag-

Icy also became involved ill

SlmCe exploration with the

birth of NASA.

(NASA photo 90-H-190)

Denouement_NASA's First Eighteen Months: October !, 1958-
December 20, 1960

on october 7, NASA formally organized its first "man-in-space" program, which was formally

dubbed Project Mercury on November 26. ARPA's launch of the thirty-seven-and-a-half-

kilogram (eighty-two-and-a-half-pound) Pioneer 1 on October 11 marked the resumption of U.S.
efforts to reach the Moon. The probe failed t. attain lunar orbit because of a problenl in its sec-

ond stage, but it did reach a record 115,000- kilometer (69,000-mile) apogee. Pioneer 1 burned

up on October 13.

John Hagen transferred from NRI, to NASA on November 5 to prepare for the Vanguard trans-

fer, which duly moved to the agency on No_ ember 20 with $25 million in unexpended funds.

Vanguard staff transferred from NRI, on Nov _mber 30. Personnel continued to work where they
were located, however, with many making iLo physical transfer until the new Goddard Space

Flight Center in Maryland opened in early 1960.

ARPA handed over Pioneer to NASA in N_vember. The Army proved reluctant to carry out

transfers and in fact fought them in public, through the press. On December 3, however, Eisen-

hower intervened, issuing an executive order that transferred JPl,--then nnder Army jurisdic-
tion-to NASA. The ABMA remained un¢h-r Army control but agreed to make its resources

responsive to NASA needs. In fact, NASA _eeeived authorization to bypass the Pentagon and

deal directly with Huntsville.

On December 6, the almost six-kilogram qthirteen-pound) Pioneer 3 spa_'ecraft carried out

NASA's first toray beyond low-Earth orbit. 3-lie probe reached an apogee of 102,000 kilometers

(61,2¢)0 miles) befi_re falling back to Earth.

The IGY, the eighteen-month scientific program that spawned the space race and NASA, drew
to a successful close on December 31. On January 2, 1959, Luna 1 (also known as Mechta,

meaning "dream") perform the first lunar ]yby. h soared past the Moon's ancient, battered

craterscape at a distance of about 5,000 kil Jmeters (3,000 miles). The just over 361-kilogram

(795-pound) probe left Earth on an R-7 wilh an upper stage. Luna l, intended t_ impact the
lunar surface, instead became the first artificial object in solar orbit.

On March 3. NASA launched Pioneer 4. Th_ little probe flew 60,000 kilometers (36,000 miles)

past the Moon and entered solar orbit. The_u on April 9, NASA selected seven astronauts fi_r

the Mercury program.

The Soviet Union succeeded in hitting the Moon on Septem-

ber 12, 1959, with the Luna 2 spacecraft, a near-twin of Luna
1. Luna 3 lifted off on the second anniversary of Sputnik I.

The 278-k logram (612-pound) flyby probe returned the first

pictures of the Moon's far side orl October 7.

The United States had lost another heat in the space race to the

Soviet Uni,,n. This "second Sputnik" hmniliation helped push

the Moon closer to the center of U.S. space policy. On balance,

though, th¢ American response to Soviet Moon successes was

less stridevt than those generated by the Sputniks. This time, the

United States had a space agency in place to meet the challenge.

In early lq)60, Korolev began launching a series of recover-

able KoraH-Sputniks--test versions of the Vostok spacecraft
that would launch the first humans into orbit in 1961.

NASA, meanwhile, took delivery of its first Mercury capsule

on April 1 1960.
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NASA Administrator T. Keith Glennan shows Associate Adminis-

trator Robert C. Seamans a model of the Mercury Redstone

rocket on July 19, 1960.

President Lyndon B. Johnson addresses space workers at Cape

Kenned); Florida, on September 15, 1964. NASA Administrator

James E. Webb is in the background. (NASA photo 64-H-2365)

The ABMA finally transferred to NASA on July 1, 1%0, bringing with it its million-pound-thrust

rocket engine and Saturn rocket programs. The ABMA formed the nucleus of the Marshall Space

Flight Center. Later that month, on July 29, NASA issued a request for proposal fnr studies lead-

ing to the construction of the next generation of piloted spacecraft, called Apollo. The spacecraft

was envisioned as an Earth-orbital vehicle with eventual circumlunar application.

In November 1%0, John Kennedy defeated Eisenhower's Vice President, Richard Nixon, by a nar-

row margin, in part by emphasizing a "missile gap" that did not exist. On December 20, the Pres-

ident-elect announced his intention to make Vice President-elect Lyndon Johnson chair of the

National Aeronautics and Space Council.

In the popular history of spaceflight, President Dwight Eisenhower is frequently relegated to the
dark ages before the United States got moving and conquered the Moon. However, when Kennedy

took eharge in Januao' 1961, the organizational apparatus and technology programs that made pos-

sihle the spectacular events of NASA's first decade were already in place. Eisenhower had a legal-

istie agenda---establishing "freedom of space" as a principle of international law--and was fiscally

conservative and loathe to be drawn into a battle of spectaculars with Khrushchev. A more dynamic

leader might have been more emotionally satisfying at the time, but the four decades since the start

of the space age demonstrate the firm foundations laid in the last half of the 1950s.
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Key Events

1954

1955

1957

M_O 26

Sergei Koroiev suhmits a proposal to study launching a Soviet satellite.

October 4

The ruling hody of the International Geophysical _t_ar (IGY) calls for science

satellite launches during the IGY.

February 14

Tile 'I_chnological Capahilities Panel proposes launching a science satellite to

establish the principle of "freedom of space."

March 14

The U.S. IGY Committee declares launching a science satellite during the I(,Y

feasible.

Muv 27

President Eisenhower approves the U.S. IGY satellite plan.

July 29

White House Press Secreta_ James Hagerty announces the U.S. IGY satellite plan.

A,gust 2

In Copenhagen, Aeademician l,eonid Sedov announces that the Soviet Union

will launch an IGY satellite.

August 3

The Stewart Committee selects Project Vanguard as the U.S. IGY satellite program.

August 30

Korolev receives approval to launch the Object-D satellite.

September 9

Project Vanguard begins officially.

Jul) l

The IGY hegins.

August 21

The R-7 intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) flies successfully for the first time.

October 4

Sputnik I is launched on a modified R-7 ICBM.

November 3

Sputnik II is launched car_'ing Laika.

[Vorember 8

The Deparlment of Defense authorizes the U.S. Army Explorer as a backup to

Pr_6ect Vanguard.

November 13

Eisenhower makes his first public statement calling for a civilian space agency.

Nm_ember 25

I,yndnn Johnson ()pens hearings in the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee to

review U.S. defense and space programs.
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1958

1959

1960

December 6

The Vanguard TV-3 launch fails.

January 31

Explorer I is launched, becoming the first U.S. satellite.

April 2

President Eisenhower addr_,sses Congress to propose the creation of a National

Aeronautics and Space Ad ninistration (NASA), responsible for civilian space

and aeronautical research.

May 1

James Van Allen announces the discovery of Earth's radiation belts.

May 15

Sputnik Ill is launched.

July 29

Eisenhower signs the Natio_lal Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (Public Law

85-568), forming NASA, with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

{NACA) as its nucleus.

August 19

T. Keith Glennan is sworn in as NASA's first administrator; Hugh Dryden is

deputy administrator.

October 1

NASA opens for business.

October 7

NASA formally organizes P!ojeet Mercury.

December 31

The IGY concludes.

January 2

Luna 1 (Mechta, meaning "dream") is launched, becoming the first lunar flyby.

April 2

The Mercury 7 astronauts a e selected.

September 12

Luna 2 is launched, resuhil g in the first lunar impact.

October 4

Luna 3 is launched, produc ng the first pictures of the Moon's far side.

July l

The George C. Marshall Sp_tce Flight Center is established with transfer of the

Army Ballistic Missile Ager ey from the Army to NASA.

July 29

Project Apollo is announcec.

December 20

President-elect John Kennedy announces that Vice President-elect Lyndon

Johnson will chair the National Aeronautics and Space Council.
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Document 1

Title: United States Information Agency, "World opinion and the Soviet Satellite:

A Preliminary Evaluation," October 17, 1957.

Source: White House Oi_ce of Special Assistant for National Security Affairs files, Eisenhower

Library, Abilene, Kansas.

Less than two weeks after the launch of Sputnik I, the United States Information Agency conducted

an informal analysis of public opinion on this subject. The analysis yielded four clear conclusions:

(1) Soviet claims of scientific' and technological superiority were widely accepted in the United

States; (2) U.S. allies were concerned about a shift in the balance of military power; (3) the overall

credibility of Soviet propaganda was greatly strengthened; and (4) American prestige was dealt a

severe blow. The report also concluded that the near-hysteria in the United States in turn increased

the level of concern in countries friendly to the United States.
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WORLD OPINION AND THE SOVIET SATELLITE

A Preliminary Evaluation

One week after the USSR announc,;d that it had launched an

earth satellite, anumber of broad major effects on world public

opinion appeared clear:

I. Soviet claims of scientific and technological

superiority over the West and especially the

U.S. have won greatly widened acceptance.

. Public opinion in friendly countries shows

decided concern over the possibility that the

balance of military power has shifted or may

soon shift in favor of the USS_.

3. The general credibility of Soviet propaganda

has been greatly enhanced.

4. American prestige is viewed _s having sustained

a severe blow, and the American reaction, so

sharply marked by concern, discomfiture and

intense interest, has itself in:teased the disquiet

of friendly countries and incr _ased the impact of

the satellite.

A few instances of immediate reactions illustrate significantly

the prompmess, diversity and scope of he impact reported. Mexican

editors expressed diminished interest ir USIS scientific feature articles,

and frankly said that they were looking t_ Soviet sources foe such
material. In Tehran, officials of the Iranian Government donsidered

the satellite such a blow to U.S. prestige that they displayed uneasy

embarrassment in discussing it with Arrericans. Representatives of

the Western European Union Assembly meeting in Strasbourg severely

criticized the U.S. for falling behind in :he arms race. In Japan,

members of the Liberal Democratic Party agitated against further in-

creases in conventional military forces.

The satellite is, of course, most ,eadily accepted as proof of

scientific and technical leadership by these with the least scientific

and political sophistication. The degree to which informed scientific

_ p,= .
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and political opinion believes that the USSR has surpassed the U.S.

in scientific capability cannot yet be assessed. Sophisticated opinion

is, of course, far le_s likely to be impressed merely by the drama

of the satellite or its being a "first." It will be much slower to form

its opinion of the fundamental implications of the Soviet achievement

a8 an index of the level of Soviet science, and of the relative capa-

bilities of the U.S. and the USSR.

To this influential group, however, even temporary Soviet

possession of a clear lead in missile research and technology under-

lines Soviet potential capacity to compete successfully in fields in

which U.S. leadership has been generally taken for granted. The

pattern may have changed from one in which the USSR was seen as

seeking to catch up, to one in which the USSR and the US are viewed

as in more or less level competition. This is clearly one of the

aims of Soviet propaganda treatment, which can be expected to make

a very strong effort to create and deepen the impression that the

satellite marks a new era, and to make its launching a sort of Great

Divide.

Although the informed intelligentsia may give only limited

assent to Soviet assertions, this will not immediately or very

greatly limit Soviet psychological gains. The technologically less

advanced -- the audience most impressed and dazzled by the

sputnik -- are often the audience most vulnerable to the attractions of

the Soviet system. The crux of the long-range Soviet propaganda

effort may be its ability to win acceptance for the validity of the Soviet

system, especially among the newly independent or dependent peoples,

largely preoccupied with establishing quickly the technological level

that will assure economic viability and national progress. The satellite,

presented as the achievement of the Soviet system, helps to lend credence

to Soviet claims -- particularly if it is followed by comparable achieve-

ments unmatched by the West.

This audience does not merely include those most eager to find

ways for rapid technological advancement. It is also the audience --

especially in its broadest mass and most illiterate depths -- most

difficult to reach with cold fact and reasoned argument. It is, in fact,

an audience difficult for the U.S. propagandist to reach at all with the

resources at his disposal. The peculiar nature and dramatic appeal
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of the sputnik, making its passes over every region of the earth, are

likely to give it peculiar impact among lhose least able to understand

it. It will generate myth, legend and enduring superstition of a kind

peculiarly difficult to eradicate or modify, which the USSR can exploit

to its advantage, among backward, ignorant, and apolitical audiences

particularly difficult to reach.

Assessment of the implications of the satellite -- following

closely on the ICBM -- for the balance of mihtary power probably

follows the same generalpattern. The distinction between military

atLd scientific implications is often not being sharply drawn and

appears hardly to be drawn at all among the least informed. The

USSR is diligently seeking to create the impression that in this

field too a watershed has been reached, and that a re-evaluation of

relative miD tary strength and positions must follow. Popular

reaction will affect willingness to support conventional armaments,

and also add support to Soviet claims that current Western positions
on disarmament are outmoded.

The Soviet Union may well beliew., that it has succeeded in

creating sufficient doubts about U.S. military superiority to give

it decided advantages if it '3hould choose to expand its psychological

warfare by campatgns in either tile classic "War of Nerves" or

"Peace Campaign" pattern. It appears _o be readying the psycho-

logical ground for such operations. To the extent that there is any

substantial public conclusion that the USSR is leading in military

power, the USSR appears, to speak from strength not weakness. This

psychological a.tvar tage could be e×ploiled wkether in seeking a detente

or attempting a_ ex;)anF_onist venture.

Soviet efforts to exploit the military significance of the

scientific and technological victory it has registered are currently

still largely indirect: they could, particularly if conducted with

brusqueness, braggadocio, and bellicos ty, beco,-ne psychologically

counterproductive, by underscoring the _ggressive motives and

methods of the Soviet system. They wo rid, thus, raise in the very

audiences they seek to impr.ess doubts about the reality of Soviet

desire_ for '*peaceful coexistence" and _bout the likeliho_,d that Soviet

World dominance would further their national aspirations. It is too

soon to judge whether Soviet a',_';_renes_ of this danger will continue

,- _ F
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to impose effective restraints on their exploitation of recent or

potential future propaganda successes.

Soviet awareness of the fact that maximum effective exploita-

tion of their gains depends upon keeping a balance between *_peacefui-

ness" and "strength" in claiming achievements for the Soviet system,

may tend to strengthen propaganda efforts designed to dramatize the

willingness of the USSR to offer ehe peaceful fruits of these achieve-

ments to others, to extend "scientific and technical cooperation and

assistance." They are, in fact, well launched on this competition in

many areas.

To some extent, at this early stage, judgments are in suspen-

sion, particularly among the informed, and among those leaders

whose attitudes are especially important to the U.S. interest. Much

of this suspension of judgment stems, however, from confidence in

the ability of the U.S. speedily to recapture lost ground and Lo sur-

pass the USSR. Even if this expectation were considerably delayed

in fulfilment, many of these persons would not modify their assessments

of the relative desirability of the two systems. But this audience is not

presumably a primary target of either U.S. or Soviet propaganda.

In judging the long-range significance of reaction, one finding

of 1956 public opinion surveys in Western Europe and Japan is of

particular interest. Asked whether they expected the U.S. or the

USSR to emerge the stronger in peaceful "competitive coexistence _'

over the next twenty-five years, a substantial body of opinion answered

"the USSR'; the average U.S. lead in the five chief West European

countries was only eleven per cent.

A final point that deserves noting is the fact that the U.S. itself

set the stage for assuring the impact of the sputnik -- first by the fan-

fare of its own announcement of its satellite plans, second by creating

the impression that we considered ourselves to have an invulnerable

lead in this scientific and technological area, and third by the nature

of the reaction within the U.S. All this has served to underscore the

importance, implications, and presumed validity of Soviet performance

and Soviet claims. American public anxiety, recrimination, and

intense emotional interest have been widely noted abroad, and

assiduously reported by Soviet media. The nature of U.S. public

reaction in the immediate future will continue to be an important
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factor in coloring the responses of other people, one moral that

n_.1:ght be drawn is that a propagandis_- cannot have his crow and eat

it too,

this has all helped to increase the credibility of Soviet propa-

ganda, although presumably no U.S. reaction, however serene and

po,sed, could have markedly diminished the basic gain in credibihty

derived from the incontestable fact that the Soviet system had

achieved a difficult and Impressive scientific "first". This gain in

credibility, which can be exploited by aln%ost every aspect of Soviet

propaganda, may in the [on_ run be the frost durable and useful gain

accruing co the USSR from the satellite.

In sum:

I. The Soviet satellite supplies an opportunity for the USSR to

claim tha_ it has opened a new era, marked by a spectacular overtaking

of the U.S. in a vital field where we have been accustomed to count on

superiority, and now competes with the U.S. as an equal.

2 Pubhc opinion will, for a perio¢ that cannot now be forecast,

be narrowly assessing the relative milita:'y positions of the U.S. and

the USSR.

3. The USSI%, in this same period, will have a clear advantage

in the cold war, which it can exploit for e.ther "peaceful" gestures or

ventures in increased pressures -- or both simultaneously.

4. The satellite, presented as a denonstration that the Soviet

system has gained scientific and technical superiority, lends increased

appeal to that system, particularly in area:_ that view their problems as

requiring the rapid achievement of a higher technological Level.

5. General Soviet credibility has been sharply enhanced.
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Document 2

Title: James R. Killian, Jr., "Memorandum on Organizational Alternatives for Space

Research and Development," December 30, 1957.

Source: Dwight D. Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas.

In the wake of Sputnik I and II, there was a wholesale reexamination of the U.S. organization for

space-related activities. In 1955, when a scientific satellite program was initiated, it was given a
low priority in comparison to other military efforts. At the time, there was concern that even a small

civilian space program, if given too many resources, could adversely affect critical ballistic missile

programs. The issue was not so much one of cost, but of the scarcity of human resources and devel-

opment and test facilities. However, the political firestorm set off by the Soviet satellite brought into

question the relatively low priority given the scientific space program. From the time the first Sput-
nik was launched until NASA was established, almost all elements of the government were engaged

in the debate on how best to redress the situation and reestablish the prestige of the United States.

The failure of the first Vanguard launch on December 6, 1957, only intensified the calls for change.

Sputnik also created the necessary impetus in the White House for the creation of the position of

presidential science advisor. On November 7, James R. Killian, the president of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, was appointed to this position. One of Killian's first duties was to address

the issue of alternatives for space research organization. Some of his thoughts in this early memo-

randum eventually formed the basis of the Eisenhower administration's future policy toward the

creation of a space agency.
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December 30. 19S7

MEMORANDUM ON ORGANIZATIONAL ALTERNATIVES

FOK SP.&CE P_ESX_._t_CH AND DEVELOPMENT

Thia mmrr_rzndurn im b_smd upon the foUowtn 8 _88Urnl_AOnai

A. "Fh_t the Depart.merit ot Defenie proceeds wLth ills a_mced

for a Sped_L Projects Di_alon, reportJn S dlroctly to the Secretary

and f_clu_l_ S. as one of its n_Jor respon_bfllCLes, sp_ce reeearch

and developmenZ tot the I_DD,

B. That there Is a broad area of noa-mLU_ry basic research relatin8

to spice wl_ch will command the f_ereei and paz_cipaCton of

ecieatiite And engineers Issa variety el _-8over_znent and KovmS_o

ment instit_lons.

With these assumptions hi nmind, we c_ proceed to a dlscussimi of how

the Government's 0ponsorehip of space research and development can be

handled and how the military and noa-nmUltary programs caa be related.

There have been propoiala for a new Government asency analagous to

either NACA or the AEC to handle a_ space research And deveLopmm_.

Appraising this app=oach, the follovlnS coaside_atloas are of lznportancei

A. The DOD Is couunltted to a space program and Is AssprOceee og

setting one up. althouzh the nature of the pro gram ha m hoe beess

clearly defined. I'-."' _' _i : 7..: "'" ' l"

:' "- "....
ho

,I
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Those aspects of space rese-_Lrch Lzzd cLevelopmemt which tel&to

to the use of missile engines , and the testing a_cL lauaching of

vehLcles must be closely •ssoci._ted with DOD missile programs,

The necessity of such close assocL•tiozz zn•y dictate the placing

of respousibilLty in the DOD for the development, testing, and use

_o

of rocketz-y for puttin K up space vehicles. It would seem unwise

for • new agency, independent of the DOD, to h&ye to crsa_s and

use test f•cILitles other th•n those b_Llt by DOD. ," :,_.y

I_ seems of sre&test importa_1:e tluLt the DOD's own Sl_Ce proF•m

be very closely related to its missile proipr•m or for the two programs

&t some time to be merged.

These consider•tlons seem to indAc•te clearly that the DOD must play •

major role in space research _nd developers1: L( we &re to use the nAticm's

maJ:power and f_cilLLtss in this •re• to the 8;reatest _dv-6ntzge.

The DOD will. of course, be prizz_r41y concerned with those aspects of

space research and development which wLIJ _Ave military v&lue. It is hard

&t this stage, however, to separ._te out o_ sj_ce Aq.kD those eleznenes, however

basic and puA-ely scientific, which would not contribute to rnALitary objectives.

It seems entirely fe&sible for DOD to be the major sponsor and en_epreneuz

of space research and development, both rcJ_itaz-y and "nozzomilJtzry."

There are massy scientists and others, l_owever, who are opposed to the

cmztra._La_(:Lun el a_l space KkD un_Ler the DOD. There •re deeply-Lelt coa-

_ctin, zs th_ the more purely s_ent_c a,nd _-mj_Lt_ry •speots el specs

rese&rch should not be under the conZrol c_( the miLLt_. In the first pL_e.

2
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such a_ arrangement might lmproperlyli_lt the progr_n to _Lrrowiy

concerned _UttAry objectives. In the second place, it _ld tag am.

b&8iC space research as r_ilita.ry and. place the U.S. in the un/ortumLto

position before the world el apparently taL1orlng 811 sp4u:o research

to mLlitary ends.

The problem of planning ou_ non.mLTLtAry space research, then,

becomes one of devising the means for non-mLl|t_ry basic sp&ce

research while at the same time taking advsntSlle eL the immense reeoul.col

of the military missile s_d recon s&teUito prolFtame, there are eever_

possible ways of doing this•

A. The D. O.D. as a part el its program would eILK_|sh a cenLr ml

sp,ce ]_borztory with • very broad _r which wou14 permit

the conduct of the most hale sort of rese&rch &e welt &s K a/ld

D , hAvin I obvious m411ts.vy objectives. We see the pattern for

_O

thLs is s_ch a 3_boratory u the /.as A/amos ScienIl_lc /.mJ)oratory

eL the A. E.C. _ch • Laboratory might s_so h_vo the authority

to sponsor research ia Ci_ insl/t_tone.

The DeparZznenl eL Defense might confl_e Ltse]d_ to Lea milt_

mission Lu, d, some ot_er igency or &fancies ex_eznal to the/2. O. D.

might engage L_ basic research. One obv_l Way O4 d_ US

_o_t4 be to enco_t&ge N.A.C.A. to extend its span- reseArck

and to provide il with the Rdt_tlSLt'y _ to do SO.. A est.,end

3
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Document 3

Title: L.A. Minnich, Jr., "Legislative Leadership Meeting, Supplementary Notes,"

February 4, 1958.

Source: Dwight D. Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas.

The Soviets had orbited Sputnik I four months prior to the meeting recorded by Minnich. By this

time, it was all but certain that a new space agency would be created; however, its responsibili-

ties, form, and location were still undecided. The question of the military or civilian character of

a new agency was discussed in a regularly scheduled meeting among President Eisenhower, Vice

President Richard Nixon, other White House officials, and Republican leaders in Congress. The

issue was raised in response to the impending reorganization of the Department of Defense, which

was necessitated in part by the increasing sophistication and cost of weapons systems. Missiles

and other spa¢,e-re|ated hardware were responsible for a significant portion of the technological

revolution sweeping the military services at the time. At this time (February 1958), President

Eisenhower had apparently not yet decided that most of the U.S. space program should be carried

out under civilian auspices.
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LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP MEETING

February 4, 1958

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES

I

Postal Rates and Pay - In a long discussion of the situation concern-

ing postal legislation, Sen. Carlson cautioned against trying to couple

in one bi].l both the rate increase and pay raise. If that were done, he

said, the opposition might write in a much larger pay increase than

was proper, and that could be very embarrassing to the President.
The President said he would not be embarrassed. On the contrary, h_

would be most concerned with what this RepubLican Party would 1ook_:'_

P.L. 480 - Sen. Dtrkeen pointed out the interest of a number of farm-

State Senators in having budgets', other than Agricuature% charged with

the costs of certain things done under the P.L. 490 program. Secretary

Benson was very anx/ons to have this done, and cited figures (which

Mr. lvierriarn, Bureau of the Budget) trnmediataly questioned) pretending

to show that only 10_ of the P. Lo 480 proceeds went to Agricu/ture.

Much of it should be charged, he said, to the Mutual Security program.

The President asked for a quack report of accurate statistics, and also

pointed out to Sec. Beneon that where we sold products below the market

price, a loss occurred which is directly chargeable to Agricu/t_re°

Outer Space Program - A question was raised as to whether I new Space

Agency should be set up within Department of Defense (as provided in

the pending Defense appropriation bit1), or be Jet up as an independent

agency. The President's feeling was essentially a desire to avoid dupli-

cation, and priority for the present wou.ld seem to rest with Defense

because of paramountcy of defense aspects. However, the President

thought that in regard to non-miLitary aspects, Defense cou/d be the

operational agent, taking orders from some non-military scientific

group. The National Science Foundation, for instance, should not be

restricted in any way in its peaceful research.

Dr. Killian had some reservations as to the reintive interest and activity

of military vs. peaceful aspects, as did the Vice President who thought

our posture before the world would be better if non-miLitary research

in outer space were carried forward by an agency entirely separate

from the military.

There was some discussion of the prospect of a lunar probe. Dr. Killian

thought this might be next on the List of Kussian efforts. He had some

doubt as to whether the United States shou/d at this late date attempt to

press a lunar probe, but the question would be fu.Uy canvassed by the

Science Advisory Committee in the broad survey it had underway.

Dr. Killian thought the U.S. might do a lunar probe in 1760, or perhaps

get to it on a crash program by 1959. Sen. Saltonstallhad heard,

however, that it might even be accomplished in 195g, if pressed hard

enough.
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Legislative Supplementary Notes, February 4, 1958 - page Z

Dr. Killian outlined for the Leadership the various phases of future

development (along the lines of the subsequent press release listing

projects in the "soon". "later. t* and "much later*categories. )

Sen. Knowland complained about having to get his information about Space

research from the Democratic Senator from Washington (Jackson) -- which

was just as bad as having to learn from Mr. Syrrington anything there was

to know about the Air Force.

The President was firmly of the opinion that a rule of reason had to be

applied to these Space projects -- that we couldn't pour unlimited fundB

into these costly projects where there was nothing of early value to the

Nationts security. He recalled the great effort be had made for the

Atomic Peace Ship but Congress would not authorize itw even though in

his opinion it would have been a very worthwhile project.

And in the present situation, '(he President mused, he would rather have

a good Redstone than be able to hit the moon. fo] we didnlt have any
enemies on the moonl

Sen. Knowland pressed the question of hurrying along with a lunar probe.

because of the psychological factor. He recallecl the great impact of

Sputnik. which seemed to negate the impact of our large mutual security

program. If we are close enough to doing a probe, he said, we should

press it. The President thought it might be OK to go ahead wit]i it if

it could be accomplished with some missile alre tdy developed or nearly

ready, but he didn't want to just rush into an all. out effort on each one of

these possible glamor performances without a full appreciation of their

great cost. Ales, there would have t'o be a clea] determination of what

agency would have the responsibility.

The Vice President reverted to the idea of setting up a separate agency

for "peaceful t' research projects, for the mill,el y would be deterred

from things that had no military value in eight. The President thought

Defense would inevitably be involved since it presently had ail the hard-

ware, and he did not want further duplication. I- e did not preclude having

eventually a great Department of Space.

Presidential Disability Legislation - When Sen, Dirksen noted that a

good many proposals were noating around the Senate, the President re-

cal/ed that Mr. Rayburn had said that for his money there would never

be a bill

The President went on to say that he had been wcrking wlth the Vice

President on the matter. Of course, there woulinever be any reason

for disagreement between them on this, but it s_.emed desirable to

work it out in the best interests of the country -- on a personal basis.

In addition, the President continued to want sos :thing on the statute book.

Mr. Rogers commented on one proposal on whic l he was consulted. It

provided for an 8-man Commission, including the Vice President, Speaker,

Majority and Minority Leaders. Mr. Rogers sad he had had to comment
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Legislative SupPlementary Notes, February4, 1958 - page 3

that this was clearly unconstitutional unless done as a Constitutional

amendment. He didnlt think it a desirable change since it would transfer

power from the Executive to the Legislature.

L. A. Minnich, 3r.

cop/,o:
wmrs. Whitman (Z)

Mr. Minnich
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Document 4

Title: S. Paul Johnston, Memorandum for Dr. J. R. Killian, Jr., "Activities," February 21,

1958, with attached: Memorandum for Dr. J. R. Killian, Jr., "Preliminary Observa-

tions on the Organization for the Exploitation of Outer Space," February 21, 1958.

Source: NASA Historical Referenee Collection, NASA History Office, NASA Headquarters,

Washington, D.C.

On February 4, 1958, President Eisenhower announced that science advisor James R. Killian had

appointed a panel to recommend the outlines of a space program and the organization to manage
it. The so-called "Purcell Panel" (General James H. Doolittle, NACA chair; Edwin Land, Polaroid

Corporation president; Herbert York, Livermore Laboratory director; and Edward Purcell, Harvard

University professor of physics), augmented by William Finan of the Bureau of the Budget and the
staff support of S. Paul Johnston, who was director of the Institute for Aeronautical Sciences,

assessed organizational alternatives for the proposed agency. The task of inventing an organization

to manage a space program was a difficuh one. The number and strength of the claimants for the

right to direct the space program had peaked in the wake of Sputnik. Several bills were already

pending before Congress that gave responsibility for space programs to the Department of Defense

or to the Atomic Energy Commission. Johnston's thoughts on the subject eventually found their way

into the March 5, 1958, memorandum to the president containing the formal proposal that the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) be reconstituted and given the responsibil-

ity for managing the nation's space program. In this copy of the memorandum, someone (possibly

Killian) has made handwritten comments and changes to Johnston's text.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 21, 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. J. R. K/LLIA_N, JR.

FROM: S. Paul JOHNSTON ...----._,.._
/

:1
SUBJECT: Activities ',-

lo During the past week in accordance with your suggestion, I have

con/erred on the problem of organization and its legal implications

with the "following :

James A. Perkins, Vice President, Carnegie Corporation

John Cobb Cooper, Legal Consultant, Professor, International

Air Law, McGfll University

Dr. James Fisk, Vice President, Bell Telephone Laboratories

John J. Corson, /v[cKLnsey & Company

Don K. Price, Vice President, Ford Foundation

Dr. Edward h_ason, Harvard University

Dean David 'Cavers, Harvard Law

The above are in addition to the people we have talked to in the

Bureau of the Budget at the meeting which you attended on/V[onday.

2, As a result of the above conferences I have prepared the attached

memorandum which summarize s the various views which have been

expressed on the organizational problem and which makes a recom-

mendation which is my own but which appears to be consistent with

the discussions of the past week. To date this has been discussed

only with Dr. James Ftsk.

Attachment
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THE: WHITE HOUSE:

WASHINGTON

Februa,"y 21, 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. J. R, KILLIA._I, JR.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON TIRE ORGANIZATION FOR THE

EXPLOITATION OF OUTER SPACE

The exploitation of any unknown areas involves two distinct /

objectives, - one, exploration and two, control. The first is /_ ,_CT1J_

largelY a'scientific operation and the second largely military. , _'_,

At the present time plans for the exploitation of outer space

fall more nearly into civilian-scientific areas rather than into

military areas. The "take*' from the probing of outer space by

rockets, satellites and interplanetary vehicles will be of more direct

interest to the scientist than to the strategist. We can discount at

this point most of the "Buck Rogers" type of think/ng which anticipates

hordes of little men in space helments fi_ing disintegrators into each

other from Flying saucers. Certain/y, ICBL_'s will transit portions of

outer space in performing their missions, but for the moment the

chief military interest lies in better methods of surveillance, com-

munications and long-range weather forecasting.

The potential space explorations in the imxnediate future are

well outlined in a paper dated 14 February, 1957 titled "Basic Objectives

Of a Continuing Program of Scientific Re,_earch in Outer Space" by

Hugh Odishaw, Executive Director of the U.S. National Committee

for the IGY of the National Academy of S,:iences. A good layman's

summary of the same subject appeared iJL a recent issue of LIFE

magazine by Dr. Van Allen.

The control of outer space, basically a military matter,

involves many troublesome questions of international law. The

problem of the vertical e_en¢ of national sovereiEnty has yet to be

determined. It appears to depend on the capability of any nation to

deny access to space a_ove its territory.'_y physical means.

..... _,-_ £_._,,,A_,_,I, _0 body of interna:ional law yet exists coveringI-
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the use of outer space. As a matter of fact, no acceptable definition

has yet been evolved as to where "air- space ". and "outer-space" begin

and end. Maritime law has no such problem because, under most

conditions, one is.either afloat or ashore. The limits of the "high seas"

have been determined by international agreement on the basis of very

easily made physical measurements. With respect to outer space, [

however, such questions are wide open (a discussion of these problems

is to be found in our files in papers on the subject by Professor John

Cobb Cooper and others.)

The control of radio-communications in our upper atmosphere

and in space is another problem which must be settled by international

agreement if a completely chaotic condition is to be avoided. Within

the next ten years the probabilities are that dozens, if not hundreds,

of objects will be in orbit around the earth. Apart from the question

of sorting scientific intelligence from this "celestial junkyard" it will I

be highly important from a military point of view to be able to distln- |

guish an incoming ICBM from other less lethal objects.

,._, •
I.:

x¢.

By any standards of comparison, the problems involved are

tremendous and the programs which must be undertaken in their

solution will be lengthy and costly. The technical feasibility studies

and the forecasts that have been made by Doctors Purcell, York and

others, anticipate the development of such items as booster rockets

of one million to five million pounds thrust in a period of 15 to Z5

years. It is estimated that such development programs, quite apart

from the missile requirement of the military, may cost anywhere from

500 million to a billion a >'ear. We are, therefore, considering some-

thing of the general order of magnitude of the AEC. Obviously the

Bureau of the Budget will exert an important influence in deciding

whether the national economy can stand such a drain for such purposes.

General Or_anizationa/ Requirements

In considering the proper organization to handle a project

of such magnitude two factors must be taken into consideration, -

first, how to get the program off the ground immediately, ie. how

to get something started no___w With the facilities that are presently

available and, second, how to gear-up for a long-range program

to take care of the 5-10-25 year development. This leads to the

thought that some sort of Ad Iqoc organization could be set up in

a very short time, possibly by Executive Order of the President,

to take care of the immediate requirements. Such a group would

-Z-
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not only act as a temporary operating organization but would also

initiate studies that would lead toward a more permanent organiza-

tion on some basis that could be agreed upon by all departments of

government and for which the necessary enabling legislature could

be obtained.

Whatever plan is adopted, either for the short or for the long-

range period, it would appear that certain basic characteristics should

be incorporated. First of all, for reasons stated above, it should be

a civilian managed organization both at the policy and at the operating

levels. It must have wide contractual powers,and it must be free from

the limitations of the Civil Service in hiring personnel. It must have

access to, and be able to draw upon, all existing scientific talent in

the country, both within government, and without, and it must be able

to utilize the physical facilities that already exist in industry, univer-

sities, government laboratories and milit&ry installations. _ It must be

able to purchase whatever hardware, systems or components it needs

from all available sources./_It must have its own physical facilities

for testing completed vehicles and it mu_t also be empowered to operate

airborne and space vehicles.

Possible Organizational Patterns

To date four specHic proposals have been made as to possible

organizations to accomplish these ends. These include:

,S

1. the formation of an entirely new agency of government;

2. assigrument of the project to tb.e AEC;

3. establishment of the NACA as |he controlling agency,.
with assistance from National Science Foundation,

National Academy of Sciences, the military services, etc.

4. assignn_ent of the project to t_.e Advanced Research Projects

Agency of the Department of Eefense (ARPA).

In the following paragraphs some _f the advantages and dis-

advantages of the above suggestions will be briefly" noted.

i. New Agency

The establishment of a wholly new agency may prove to be the

eventua.l solution to the problem. Such ar agency should report

directly to the Executive Office of the Pro sident. It should be

empowered by law to perform all the func:ions stated above and

be given the necessary funds to accomplish them.

-3-
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The major difficulty would be in the time required to establish

such an agency. New legislation wotdd be required which might

involve a very long time to debate and to formulate. It would need a

new staff both on the management and on the scientific sides. This

would take a long time to recruit, and in view of the overall shortage

of scientific personnel in the country, would draw oH key people

from other necessary jobs. This procedure would also take a long

time.

It would also need new facilities, with the inevitable delays in

reaching decisions as to what was needed and where new laboratories

should be located, before the planning and construction phases could

begin.

In summary, the establishment of a new agency would require

a very great legislative effort and a very long time to get into

operation.

Z. Atomic Energp/ Commission

F
l.-

r-

,,,..,.,

Strong Congressional support is in evidence for assigning the

mission to the AEC.

__ There is no question but that is organizationally
the AEC sound and

is a going concern. It already has the necessary authorization to

_- contract for anything it needs and also is free from civil servicerestraint in hiring people. Its scope could very easily be expanded

so that it could legally perform any additional assignment.

On the other hand, the technology of/light both in and out of the

atmosphere is not a part of the normal AEC area of competence.

Although it is true that nuclear propulsion for aerial and space

vehicles comes within its field, consensus seems to be that practical

utilization of such propulsion is 5 to 10 years away. AEC, therefore,

has an interest in a very small p_'rt of the space exploitation picture

but it has had little experience in such matters as high speed aero-

dynamics, control, guidance, structures, telecommunications, etD.

Furthermore, the AEC is already engaged in a huge operation of

great "natianal importance. If it were asked to undertake an additional

program of the magnitude contemplated for space exploration, its efforts

-4-
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in each one.., might be so diluted that long delays in the production of

end items would be inevitable and its overall eHectiveness seriously

impair ed.

Although the AEC has unquestionably adequate management and

all the authority it would need, it would be required to expand both

its facilities and its staff into wholly new technical areas iJ it were

given the space exploitation job.

3. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Pers_aasive argkraents can be made for assigning the responsibility

for space exploration to the HACA. The Comn'_ittee itself has sugEeeted

that with the support of the National Science Foundation and the National

Academy of Sciences it gould undertake the job by expanding its

facilitie s.

The NACA is basically a civilian-operated, independent government

agency. It has a long history of accomplishment. Its relations with

the Congress and with Lhe Executive Departraents are goodltand it has

an international standing for competence in scientific fields.

The NACA has been in the space exploration field for a long time .

h_ost of the work that has been done in extremely high altitude and high

speed aerodynamics on which the desi gn _f missiles and rockets has

been based has been done in its laboratories. It has already made

great progress in research in some of the very sophisticated pro-

pulsion systems required for space flight. It has recently established

a special sub-cornraittee in space flight technology made up of out-

standing scientists in the field. Extendi_.g its interests into space

technology would appear to be a logical • _olutionary step from its

research activities of the past 40-odd years.

The NACA budget for the coming yea_" is of the order of 80

million and it has been authorized to exps_nd its present personnel

of 8,000 to 9,000. Its three laboratories (Langley, Ames and Lewis}

and its missile firing range at Wallop's Island represent an aggregate

invest'rnent of about 350 million dollars.

It has been argued that the di_erence between the size of current

NACA operation and the proposed operation is so great that the result
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would be, in effect, the establishrnent of a wholly new agency to

which the NACA would be attached. There is no reason to believe,

however, given proper authority and adequate funds, that the NACA

could not expand its management functions to handle the larger assign-

ment effectively as it did in 194Z to meet the comparably tremendous

demands.of World War II.

A moderate amount of legislation would be needed to assign the

job to NACA. Its contractual authorization would have to be expanded,

and the present civil service limitations on personnel would have to

be relieved.

4. ARPA - Department of Defense

A strong case can be made for integration of the space program

into the Department of Defense under AR.PA on the grounds of immediate

action. A great deal of hardware is already available, essential facil-

ities (e.g. JPL, ABMA) exist. The facilities are well staffed and the

experience level is high.

It has been suggested that whatever form of organization is agreed

upon to initiate the space e:cploration program it should be attached

temporarily to AR.PA. If this we_:e done it would appear to be important

that some provision be made so that the entire outfit could be detached

and assigned to some other agency in the future if it subsequently"

appeared desirable. It might happen that military interests might out-

weigh the purely scientific and civil aspects to the detriment of the

latter. It would be difficult to avoid security restrictions, and partici-

pation in international programs of a purely scientific nature, might

thereby be hampered.

thder its present directive it seems that A.KPA could take on the

job with a minimum oi additional legislation.

Suggested Compromise Proqrarn

._----

Of the four proposals discussed above, No. Z, - i.e. assigning

the project to the A.EC, seems the least practical. As an example

of appropriate organization and good management it c_eserves careful

study, but the problems under discussion here seem somewhat outside

its main fields of interest.

None of the other proposals would satisfy al__l the requirements

in themselves. A possible compromise suggests itself which might

satisfy the requirement for framed/ate action and also lay the ground-

work both as the organization and legislation for future action.
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This consists, in effect, of the immediate establishment of

a provisional Space Exploration Control Group headed by a special

assistant to the President and composed of the operating heads of

the several government agencies who are already involved in research,

development or operation of space vehicles. Several outstanding

individuals from non- gore rnrnent organizations might also be included.

but the total group should not be large. '['heir main function w_ld be

the implementation of national space policy as determined by the

President and Congress, utilizing all assets and facilities which

already exist in established government agencies and in industry.

Their secondary function should be the detern_n_tion of the kind

of agency which should be established to put space exploitation on

a permanent basis to handle the requests of the foreseeable future.

The suggested procedure might be outlined as follows:

I-

-7-
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A. Short Range - By Executive Order for Irru-nediate Action

1. Appoint a Special Assistant to the President for Space

_ Explo_;t'ation (This should be the Chairman of the NACA -
See Footnote) -l_

2. Appoint a Provisional Board of Regents for Space Explo_ation

consisting of:

a. Special-As_'t.-"t-0"-IsT'esident for S.E. (Chairman)
b....Scie_ific..Adv_r-we-Pr_Ti_

_. Chai-en_n, AEC

d. Director, NACA f

g. Director, AKPA
_._Two ew_ndi_ civilians, possibly from indumtry

Empower above to

,¸r_

a. Establish immediate space objectives .:.

b. EstabLish program priorities :.':

c. Coordinate programs o_ associated agenc/es \'.

toward meeting established objectives ....

d. Utilize funds already appropriated to the

associated agencies to implement immediate

obje ctive s.

4, Instruct Special Assistant for Space Exploration to make

immediate plans for the establishment of a Permanent

Space Exploitation Agency and to prepare the necessary

legislation.
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B. Long Range - By Legislation for Continuing Action

i. Organize a permaner_ Space Exploitation Agency

2. Authorize the Agency to:

a. establish, maintain and operate its own testing

and operacional far.ilitie s

b. enter into whatever concractua.l arrangements

may be necessary with government and civilfan

agencie s

c. hire personnel without regard to Civil Service

re strictions

d. operate air/space Vehicles

'0,, ,/
,._.,
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Document 5

Title: James R. Killian, Jr., Special Assistant for Science and Technology; Percival Brundage,
Director, Bureau of the Budget; and Nelson A. Rockefeller, Chairman, President's

Advisory Committee on Government Organization, Memorandum for the President,

"Organization for Civil Space Programs," March 5, 1958, with attached: "Summary of

Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternative Organizational Arrangements."

Source: Dwight D. Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas.

As the three preceding documents have shown, there was substantial attention given within the
Executive Office of the President during the December 1957-March 1958 period on how best to

organize the nation's space effort. This memorandum was the culmination of that attention and laid
the basis for President Eisenhower's decision to create a new civilian space agency.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION

wAsHINGTON 2S, O. C.

March 5, 1958 _._

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: Organization for Civil Space Programs

The Problem . _::,_

As you know, there will soon be presented for your consideration

civil space programs for the United States which will enta_ increased

expenditures and the employment of important numbers of scientists,

engineers and technicians. 1/

This Committee, in conjunction with the Director of the Bureau

of the Budget and your Special Assistant for Science and Teclmology,

have given consideration tO the manner in which the executive branch

should be organized to conduct the new program. This memorandum

contains our joint findings and recommendations. The memorandum

_1) discusses some of the factors which should be taken into account

in establishing the government's organization for these civil space

programs, (Z) recommends a pattern of organization, and (3) indicates

certain interim actions which will be necessary. Also attached is

a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of certain alternative

organizational arrangements.

1/ These programs do not include those projects relating to space

vehicles and exploration which will be carried out in the Department of
Defense under the direction of the Advanced Research Projects Agency

(ARPA).
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Discussions to date suggest that an aggressive space

program will produce important civilian gains in the form of

advances in general scientilic knowledge and the protection of

the international prestige of the United States. These benefits

will be in addition to such military uses of outer space as may

prove feasible.

Establishin_ a Lon 8 Term Organization -_/

Because of the importance of th_ civil interest in space

exploration, the long term organization for Federal programs

in this area should be under civilian control. Such civilian

domination is also suggested by pub1_c and foreign relations

considerations. However, civilian control does not envisage

taking out from military control projects relating to missiles,

&nti-missile defense_ reconnaissanc_ satellites, military

communications, and other space technology relating to weapons

systems or direct military requiremo_nts.
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We have considered a number of different approaches to civil

space orgardzation. It is our conclusion that one o£ these alternatives

provides a workable solution to the problem. The other principal

alternatives have _rrious shortcomings which argue against their

selection as a basis for space organization ......... $,"_-¢_

Recommendation No. I. We recommend that leadershJ_p_ _-'

the civil space effort be lodged in a strengthened and redesi_nated
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics _NACA},

in a resolution adopted on January 16, 1958, has proposed that the

national space program be implemented by the cooperative effort

of the Department of Defense, the NACA, the National Academy of

Sciences and the National Science Foundation, together with the

universities, research institutions, and industrial companies of the

nation. NACA further recommended that the development of space

vehicles and the operations required for scientific research in space

phenomena and space technology be conducted by the NACA when

within its capabilities. NACA is now formulating a program which

is expected to propose expansion of existing programs and the

addition of supplementary research facilities.
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Factors Favorin_ NACA as the Principal Civil Space Agency

I. NACA is a going Federal research agency with a

large scientific and engineering staff (approximately 2,000

of its 7,500 employees are in these categories) and a large

plant ($300j 000p 000 in laboratories and test facilities).

It can expand its research program and increase its emphasis

on space matters with a minimuJn of delay and can provide

a functioning institutional setting for this activity. .._'_"'__'_i"

Z. NACA's aeronautical research has been progressively

involving it in technical problem 3 associated with space flight

and its current facilities construction program is designed

to be useful in space research, it has done research in rocket

engines (including advanced chentical propellants), it has

developed materials and designs to withstand the thermal effects

o£ high speeds in or on entering the earthts atmosphere, it

conducts multi-stage rocket laun:hings, and in the X-15 project

it has taken the leadership (in cooperation with the Navy and

Air Force) in developing a manned vehicle capable o£ flights

beyond the earth's atmosphere.
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3. If NACA is not given the leading responsibility for the

civil space program, its future research role will be limited

to aircraft and missiles. Some of its present activities would

have to be curtailed, and the logical paths of progress in much

of its current work would be closed. It would, under such

circumstances, be difficult for NACA to attract and retain the

most imaginative and competent scientific and engineering

personnel, and all aspects of its mission could suffer. IVIore-

over, it is questionable whether it would be possible to define

practicable boundaries between the missile and high performance

aircraft research now performed by NACA and the space _" ":,i

vehicle projects. ".n._,,,__"

4. NACA has a long history of close and cordial cooperation

with the military departments. This cooperation has taken place

under a variety of arrangements, usually with little in the way

of formalized agreements. Although new relationship problems

are bound to arise from an augmented NACA role in space

programs, the tradition of comity and civil-military accommodation

which has been built up over the years will be a great asset in

minimizing friction between the civilian space agency and the

Department of Defense.
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5. Although much of its work has been done for the military

departments, NACA is a civilian zLgency and is widely recognized

as such. A civilian setting for space programs is desirable,

and NACA satisfies this requirem,mt.

6. Some of the principal problems in using NACA, as listed

below, can be overcome by relatively limited amendments to

existing law and by appropriate administrative action. These

measures are described in later paragraphs.

Problems in Using NACA as the A_ency with Primary Responsibility

for Civil Space Programs _,.,I_;,-_

1. NAGA has in the past been co_lcerned chiefly with _I

research involving air breathing a_rcraft and missiles.

NACA's competence in certain fie_ds related to space flight

(such as electronics and space medicine) will need to be

augmented. NACA has also had li:tle experience in the direct

administration of large scale deve Lopmental contracts.

Z. Many of the scientists who ha',e done the most work on

rocket engines and space vehicles are now employed by Defense

Department agencies and by privale contractors of the military

services. Some means of utilizin_ such experienced personnel

will have to be found which does nc,t unduly impair the capacity

of the Department of Defense to continue defense related aspects

of missile and space activity.
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3. The NACA is not in a position to push ahead with the

immediate demonstration projects which may be necessary

to protect the nation's world prestige. Therefore the military

services may have to be relied on for such demonstrations

while NACA is equipping itself for the full performance of

the space job.

4. NACA suffers from some of the limitations imposed

on civil service agencies, and some scientists are known to

favor reliance on private research organizations operating _ ,_

under government contracts. Ceilings and numerical _

restrictions on the salaries of top scientific staff and the

general lag in Classification Act salaries are_rnong the

obstacles to administration through government laboratories

which pose problems in utilizing NACA.

5. NACA now spends around $I00,000,000 per year.

A civil space program may eventually entail additional annual

expeniitures substantially in excess of this amount. It is obvious

that important changes in NACA will be required by such an

expansion, and the agency may have some difficulty in

assimilating the additional staff and functions.
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Recommendation No. Z, We recommend that NACA's basic law

be amended to _ive NACA the authority and flex£b£1it¥ to overcome or

mitigate the problems noted above so that NACA can carry out its

total program effectively.

Specifically the amendments should:

a. Rename the NACA the National Aeronautical and Space

Agency to get away from the limited connotations of the term

"aeronautics" when used alone ant. to recognize that NACA has

long since ceased to be an "advisory committee" as the term is

customarily used .... _

b. Retain a board for top poLcy direction. Some changes ....

in the composition of the present NACA board may be appropriate.

c. Provide for the appointment of a Director by the

President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

d° Provide a system for the :ixing of compensation o£

employees which, under appropri_.te Presidential controls,

will permit the agency to pay rate 3 which are reasonably

competitive with the rates paid by non-Federal employers

for comparable work° (This amexLdment will ease the salary

limitations under the Classification Act of 1949 which have caused

so much concern in and out of NACA° }
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Certain additional miscellaneous powers may also have to be

given NACA if further investigation reveals that they are not

already available and confirms that they will be of material

assistance to the agency.

The above powers would give NACA as much flexibility as can

reasonably be achieved by contract laboratories and would at the

same time permit retention of the traditional NACA practice of

conducting such research and testing through its own government

employee staffed facilities as it determines to be desirable in _'i
• ' %

carrying out a space program. "_2L_'_'J

There wiLL remain the need to refine relationships with the

Department of Defense in space matters and to draw upon and

utilize staff and experience now lodged in the laboratories of the

military services and their contractors, but the reorganized NACA

would be equipped to work out these problems in a flexible

manner. Some Presidential intervention may prove necessary to

bring about or implement agreements between the space agency and

Defense, and it may also be desirable for the President to be given

the specific authority to transfer to NACA space activities directly

related to the civil program which are now being performed by

other agencie s.
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overlapping between NACA's civil space program and the

work of Defense on military projects should be kept to a

minimum. This can be done if Defense_ in a manner analogous

to the practice followed on developing aircraft and missiles,

makes appropriate use of NACA for supporting research and

development on military space vehicles. An arrangement of this

kind could reduce duplication without u_dermin_g the basic

Defense Department responsibility for developing weapons systems

and other military equipment.

L_terim Measltres 'i _;

Recommendation No. 3. If you approve our recommended

approach to space organization, we further recommend that a

number of interim and short-term measures be given immediate
attention.

Specifically, we propose:

a. An all-out attempt should be made to draft needed

legislation within the next few weeks so that there will be some

chance of final action during the current session of the Congress.

At the same time decisions should be m_de with respect to the

supplemental appropriations which wiii _e required for NACA to

get its part of the space program under way. If congressional action
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can be secured on both matters before adjournment, the full civil

space program under arrangements designed to serve long term

needs can be launched this year.

If it proves impossible to obtain the enactment of the

comprehensive legislation strengthening NACA during the current

session, the passage of the general Classification Act revisions

now pending, the authorization of additional super-grade and

PubLic Law 313 positions, and the securing of supplemental

appropriations would still enable NACA to get under way with a

space program. ,.,

b. WhJ_le aw_ting congressional action we suggest that the .......

President advise the NACA's top committee that it is being charged

with the responsibility for developing and arranging for the

execution of the civil space program. NACA wilt at first have to

rely heavily upon the Department of Defense and its instrumentalities

for interim development and demonstration projects. However, the

problems created by such arrangements will be minimized once the

President gives NACA the clear-cut authority required for it to

select and monitor the advanced space projects entrusted to the

Department of Defense during the transitional period.
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c. None of the immediate measuzes is more essential and

fundamental than defining as clearly am possible just what the

nation plans to do in the space field. _t the same time an effort

must be made to estimate with reasonable exactness the annual

additional costs of the civil space program.

Immediate Acti _n 6 ! '

if you concur in the recommendations set forth above, the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget v_U proceed, in cooperation

with this Committee, your Special Ass;stant for Science and

Technology and other departments and _gencies concerned, to

develop for your consideration specific proposals for legislative

and executive action.

%

Special Assistant for

Science and Technology

->

/Percival B;-undage/ Nelson A. Rockefell_, |

Director, l_ureau Chairman

of the Budg-gt
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Attachment

Surnmar_ of Advantages and Disadvantases

of Alternative Organizational Arrangements

1. Use of a private contractor to carry out the civil space

program under supervision of I_CA.

A variation of our recommended organizational approach is to

select NACA as the civilian agency to supervise contracts with a

private laboratory charged with developing and testing space

vehicles. This is the pattern followed by the Atomic Energy

Commission in much of its research. This approach has also been

used to some extent by the military services in developing missiles.

Advanta_ e s

Contract operation is preferred by some scientific personnel

as a means of circumventing government salary and administrative

controls. It would retain IqACA in a supervisory capacity while

making use of selected private research organizations.

Dis advanta_ e s

This approach is in conflict with the traditional NACA practice

of carrying out research largely through its own government-employee

staffed laboratories; there is no assurance that a private research

laboratory can be found to do the work on a sufficiently urgent

schedule; and such greater flexibility as private laboratoies may

enjoy can also be provided NACA through the changes in law

previously described.

li'

4
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Conclusion

No real gains would flow from this alternative which could

not be achieved under the preferred organization. It would be

better to permit NACA to make its o_,n decisions as to the extent

to which it would use contracting authority in executing the space

research program. It is assumed, of course, that NACA will,

in fact, make fairly extensive use of research contracts, but on

a selective basis. " i,

°_',r

2. Utilization of the Department of Defense .: ....

The recent Supplemental Militar) Construction Authorization

Act authorizes the Secretary of Defense, for a period of one year,

to carry on such space projects as rn;Ly be designated by the President.

It confers permanent authority for the Secretary or his designee to

proceed with missile and other space projects directly related to

weapons systems and military requir(:ments.

Advantage s

The Department of Defense is no_ doing most of the current

missile and satellite work; it has the bulk of the scientists and

engineers active in these fields in its employ or on the rolls of its

contractors; it will have to continue w_rk on space vehicles on an

interim basis for demonstration purpcses_ it is experienced in

working with and utilizing the iacilitie _ of NACA; and it may be

possible for a civilian agency of the Department to carry out the

program.
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Disadvantages

The Department o5 Defense is a military agency in law and

in the eyes o5 the world and placing the space program under it

would be interpreted as emphasizing military goals; the space

program is expected to produce benefits largely unrelated to

the central mission of the Department o5 Defense; there is some

danger that the non-military phases of space activity would be

neglected; the Department is already so overloaded with its

central military responsibilities that care should be taken to

avoid charging it with additional civil functions; cooperation with

other nations in international civil space matters could be made

more difficult; and adequate civil-military cooperation can be

achieved under the recommended organization without assigning

inappropriate functions to Defense.

Conclusion

Since the space program has a relatively limited military

significance, at least for the foreseeable future, and since the

general scientific objectives should not be subordinated to

military priorities, it is essential that the arrangements for space

organization provide for leadership by a civilian agency.
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3. Utilization of the Atomic Energy Commission

There are now pending before the Congress bills which would

authorize the Atomic Energy Commis 3ion to proceed with the develop-

ment of vehicles for the exploration of outer space. Among these bills

are S. 3117 (introduced by Senator Anderson} and S. 3000 (introduced

by Senator Gore}. The justification for these proposals is the role

already being played by the Atomic Er:ergy Commission in developing

nuclear propelled jet and rocket engines.

Advantage s

The Atomic Energy Commission is a civilian agency with

'i%

I

competence in directing scientific res sarch and development projects;

it has had experience in managing res _arch contracts and in working

with the military agencies; and it is now charged with developing a

nuclear rocket engine which may eventually be used to propel space

vehicles.

Dis advanta_ e s

The Atomic Energy Commission is concerned chiefly with the use

of a single form of energy and it is ex-)ected that chemical propellants,

not atomic energy, will be the chief pc wer source for space vehicles

for years to come. /vbreover, the Contrnission has virtually no

experience or competence in most aspects of the design, construction

and testing of space vehicles.
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Conclusion

The Atomic Energy Commission has a contribution to make

in the space field. However, it should limit its work to the

aspects of the space problem in which nuclear energy may have

practical applications. An administration position along these

lines has already been conveyed to the Chairman of the Atomic

Energy Commission.

4. Creation of a Department of Science and Technolosy

Senators Humphrey, McClellan and Yarborough recently introduce

S. 31Z6, a bill to create a Department of Science and Technology. Th¢

bill calls for the establishment of a new executive department which

at the outset would contain or be given the functions of the National

Science Foundation, the Patent Office, the Office of Technical

Services of the Department of Commerce, the National Bureau of

Standards, the Atomic Energy Commission and certain divisions of the

Smithsonian Institution. The Secretary would also be authorized to

establish institutes for basic research.

Advanta$ e s

The proposed department would provide a civilian setting for the

administration of space programs, and it would give this and other

scientific activities the prestige and accessibility to the President

associated with departmental status.
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Disadvantages

The proposed department will be highly controversial, and

there is no assurance that it can be established ill time to assume

the responsibility for civil space programs. It is also unlikely

that science, of itself, will provide a _ound basis for organizing

an executive department.

Conclusion

There would be little prospect of ty,etting such a reorganization

approved and functioning in the near f_ture. Even if the department

could be created, it might not provide as good a setting for a

high priority space program as that p:'oposed under the preferred

organization.
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Document 6

Title: The President's Science Advisory. Committee, "Introduction to Outer Space," March

26, 1958.

Source: NASA Historical Reference Collection, NASA History Office, NASA Headquarters,

Washington, D.C.

An initial assignment for the President's Science Advisory Committee, which was formed in the

aftermath of the launches of Sputniks I and II, was to assess the appropriate direction and pace for

the U.S. space program. This committee focused heavily on the scientific aspects of the space pro-

gram. With President Eisenhower's endorsement, on March 26, 1958, the committee released a

report outlining the importance of space activities, but it recommended a cautiously measured pace.
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A STATEMENT

BY THE PRESIDENT

INTRODUCTION

TO OUTER SPACE

THE WHtTF. HOUSE

AND

INTRODUCTION TO OUTER SPACE

AN EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

PREPARED BY

THE PRESIDENT'S

SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

u-,_u J J L/l._ " .
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STATEMENT

BY THE PRESIDENT

Iu CoNNzc_oN with a study of space science and

technology made at my request, the President's

Science Advisory Committce, of which Dr. James
K. KIIliAn is CAmirmlm, h_ prepared a brief "In-

troduction to Outer Space" for the nontechnical
reader.

This is not science fiction. This is • sober, real-

istic presentation prepared by leading scientists.
I have found this statement so informative 'and

interesting that I wish to share it with all the people

of America. and indeed with all the people of the

earth. I hope that it can be widely disseminated

by all news media for it clarifies many aspectsof

spare and space technology in a way which can be

helpful to all people as the Ut_ited States proceeds

with its peaceful program in space science and ex-

ploration. Every person has the opportunity to
share through understanding in the adventures
which Lie ahead.

This statement of the Selene, Advisory Commit-

tee makes clear the opportunities which a develop-

hag space technology can pmwde to extend man's

knowledge of the earth, the solar system, and the

universe. These opportunities reinforce my con-

viction that we and other nations have a great re.

sponsibility to promote the peaceful use of space

and to utilize the new knowledge obtainable from

space science and technology f _r the benefit of all
mankind.
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INTRODUCTION TO OUTER SPACE

AN EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

PREPARED BY

THE PRESIDENT'S

SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

WNaT ,_• T:_a pAaclpl_ re_n| _Of undort_[n|

a national space program? What can we expect to

gain from space science and explor'4tion? What
are the scientific law_ and facts and the technologi-

cal means which it would be helpful to know and

understand in reaching sound policy decisions for •

United States space program and its management

by the Federal Government? TI_s statement seeks

to provide brief and introductory answers to these

questions.
It is useful to distinguish among four factors

which give importanc_ urgency, an_ inevitability

to_-actvancement of space technology.
The first of _ese factors is the compelling urge

of man to explore and to discover, the thrust of

curiosity that leads men to try to go where no one

has gone before. Most of the surface of the earth

has now been explored and men now turn to the

exploration of outer space as their next objective.

Second, there is the defense objective for the

development of space technology. We wish to be

sure th•t space is not used to endanger our se-

curity. If space is to be used for military purposes,

we must be prepared to use spaco to defend

ourselves.

Third, there is the factor of national prestige.

To be strong and bold in space technology will

enhance the prestige of the United States among

the peoples of the world and create added confi-

dence in our t_:ientific, technological, industrial,

•nd military strength.

Fourth, space technology affords new oppor-

tunities for scientific observation and experiment

which will add to our knowledge and understand-

ing of the earth, the solar systcm, and the
universe.

The determination of what our space program

should be mutt take into consideration all four of

these objectives. While this statement dealt mainly

with the use of space for scientific inquiry, we

full)' recognize the importance of the other three

objectives.

In fact it has been the military quest for ultra

long-range rockets that has provided man with new

machinery so powerful that it can readily put sat*l-

lites in orbit, and, before long, send instruments out

to explore the moon and nearby planets. In this

way, what was •t first a purely military enterprise

has opened up an exciting era of exploration that

few men, even a decade ago, dreamed would come

in this century.

WHY SATELLITZI_ STAY UP

The basic laws governing satellites •nd space

flight are fascinating in their own right. And while

they have been well known to scientists ever since

Newton, they m•y still seem a little puzzling and

unreal to many of us. Our children, however, will

understand them quite well.

We all know that the harder you throw a stone

the farther it will travel before falling to earth. If

you could imagine your strength so fantastically

multiplied that you could throw a stone at a speed

of 15,000 m. p. h., it would travel • great distance.

It would, in fact, easily cross the Atlantic Ocean

before the earth's gravity pulled it down. Now

imagine being •ble to throw the stone just a little

faster, say about 18,000 m. p. h., what would

happen then?

The stone would again crou the ocean, but this
time it would travel much farther than it did be-

fore. It would travel so far that it would over-

shoot the earth, so to speak, and keep falling until

it was hack where it started. Since in this imagi-

nary exasnple there is no atmospheric resistance

to slow the stone down, it would still be travelling
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at the original speed, 18,000 m. p. h., when it had

got back m its sta_ng point. So around the earth

it goes again. From the stone's point of view, it

is continuously falling, except that its very slight

downward arc exactly matches the curvature of

the earth, and so it stays aloft--or as the scientist

would say, "in orbit"--indefinitely.

Since the earth has an atmosphere, of course,

neither stones nor satellites can be sent whizzing

around the earth at tree-top level. Satellites must

first be lifted beyond the reach of atmospheric re-
sistance. It is ahmnr¢ of atmmpherte rmisumea

plus speed that makes the satellite possible. It

may seem odd that weight or mass has nothing to
do with • satellite's orbit. If a feather were re-

leased from a 10-ton satellite, the two would stay

together, following the same path in the airless

void. There is, however, a slight vestige of at-

mosphere even a few hundred miles above the

earth, and its resistance will cause the feather to

spiral inward toward the earth sooner than the

satellite. It is atmospheric resistance, however

slight, that has set limits on the life of all satellites

hunched to date. Beyond a few hundred miles

the remaining trace of atmosphere fades away so

rapidly that tomorrow's satellites should stay •loft

thousands of years, and, perhaps, indefinitely. The

higher the satellite, incidentally, the less speed it

needs to stay in orbit once it gets there (thus, the

moon's speed is only • littJe more than 2,000

m. p. h.), but to hunch a satellite toward • more

distant orbit requires a higher initial speed and

greater expenditure of energy.

THE THRUST INTO 8PACZ

Rocket engineers rate rockets not in hoesepower,

but in thrusu Thrust is just another name for

push, and it is expressed in pounds of force. The

rocket gets its thrust or push by exhausting ma-
terial backward. It is this thrust that lifts the

rocket off the earth and accelerates it, making it
move faster and faster.

3
4 $OS SD ",,--.#g--.---_

As everyone knows, it is more difficult to ac-

celerate an automobile than a baby carriage. To

place satellites weighing 1,000 to 2,000 pounds in

orbit requires a first-stage rocket, engine, or en-

gines, having • thrust in the neighborhood of

200,000 to 400,000 pounds. Rocket engines able

to supply this thrust have been under development

for some time. For launching a satellite, or other

space vehicle, the rocket engineer divides his

rockets into two, three, or more stages, which can

be dropped one after the other in flight, thus re-
ducing O_e total weight _•t muat be ae,C.clsraced to

the final velocity desired. (In other words, it is

a great waste of energy to lift one huge fuel tank
into orbit when the tank can be divided into

smaller tanks--each packaged in its own stage

with its own rocket motor--that can be left behind

as they become empty.)

To launch some of the present satellites has re-

quired rockets weighing up to 1,000 times the
weight of the satellite iLself. But it will be pos-

sible to reduce takeoff weights until they are only
50 to 100 times that of *.he satellite. The rocket's

high ratio of gross weight to payload follows from
a fundamental limitation in the exhaust velocities

that can be achieved by chemical propellants.

If we want to send up not a satellite but a device

that will reach the moon, we need a larger rocket

relative to its payload in order that the final stage

can be accelerated to about 25,000 m. p.h. This

speed, called the "escape velocity," is the speed with

which • projectile must be thrown to escape al.

together from the gravitational pull of the earth.

If a rocket fired at the moon is to use as little fuel

as possible, it must attain the escape velocity very

near the beginning of its trip. After this peak speed

is reached, the rocket will be gradually slowed down

by the earth's pull, but it will still move fast enough

to re.ach the moon in 2 or 23 days.

THE MOON AS A GOAL

Moon exploration will involve three distinct levels

of difficulty. The first would be • simple shot at
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the moon, ending either in a "hard" landing or a

circling of the moon. Next in dlfficulry would be

a "soft" landing. And most difficuh of all would

be a "soft" landing followed by a safe return to
earth.

The payload for a simple moon shot might be a

small instrument carrier similar to a _atcllhe. For

the more difficult "soft" landing, the cartier would

have to include, as part of its payload, a "retro-

rocket" (a decelerating rocket) m provide braking

action, since the moon has no atmosphere that could

serve as • cushion.

To carry out tho most di/Ticuh feat, a round trip

to the moon, will require that the initial payload

include not only "retro-rockets" but rockets to take

off again from the moon. Equipment will also be

required aboard to get the payload through the

atmosphere and safely back to earth. To land

a man on the moon and get him home safely again

will require a very big rocket engine indeed---one

with a thrust in the neighborhood of one or two

million pounds. While nuclear power may prove

superior to chemical fueh in engines of muhi-

million-pound thrust, even the atom will provide no

short cut to space exploration.

Sending a small instrument cartier to Mars, al-

though not requiring much more initial propulsion

than a simple moon shot, would take a much longer

travel time (8 months or more), and the problems

of navigation and final guidance are formidable.

A M-F.'aSAOI_FROM MA,Ig$

Fortunately, the exploration of the moon and

nearby planets need not be held up for lack of

rocket engines big enough to send men and instru-

ment carriers out into space and home again. Much

that scientists wish to learn from satellites and space

voyages into the solar system can be gathered by
instruments and transmitted back to earth. This

transmission, it turns out, is relatively easy with

today's rugged and tiny electronic equipment.

For example, a transmitter with a power of just

one or two watts can easily radio information from

the moon to the earth. And messages from Mars,
on the average some 50 million to 100 million miles

away at the time the rocket would arrive, can be

transmitted to earth with less powerthan that used

by most commercial broadcasting stations. In some

ways, indeed, it appears that it will be easier to send

a clear radio message between Mars and earth than

between New York and Tokyo.

This all leads up to an important point about

space exploration. The cost of transporting men

and material through space will be extremely high,
but the cost aa_ dlt_euhy o/leading information

through space will be comparatively low.

WILL TI_ aZStYLTS J usury THZ cos'rs

Since the rocket power plants for space explora.

tion are already in existence or being developed for
military need, the cost of additional scientific re-

search, using these rockets, need not be exorbitant.

Still, the cost will not be small, either. This raises

an important quest/on that scientists and the general

public (which will pay the bill) both must face:

Since there are still so many unanswered sc/entifie

questions and problems all around us on earth, why

should we start asking new questions and seeking
out new problems in space? How can the resuhs

possibly justify the cost?

Scientific research, of course, has never been

amenable to rigorous cost accounting in advance.

Nor, for that matter, has exploration of any tort.
But if we have learned one lesson, it is that research

and exploration have a remarkable way of paying
off---quhe apart from the fact that they demon-

strate that man is alive and insatiably curious. And

we all feel richer for knowing what explorers and

scientists have learned about the universe in which
we live,

It is in these terms that we must measure the

value of hunching satellites and sending rockets

into space. These ventures may have practical util-

ity, some of which will be noted later. But the
sclendfic questions come first.
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THE VZ_W FROM A SATIrL_FI_I_

Here are some of the things that scientists my

can be done with the new sate]litcs and other space
mechanisms. A satellite in orbit can do three

things: ( 1 ) It can sample the strange new environ-

meat through which it moves; (2) it can look down

and see the earth as it has never been seen before;
and (3) it can look out into the universe and record

information that can never reach the earth's sur-

face because of the intervening atmosphere.

The satellite's immediatc ¢nvironment •t the

edge of space is empty only by earthly standards.

Actually, "empty" space is rich in energy, radiation,

and fasbmoving paxtirles of great variety. Here

we will be exploring the active medium, • kind of

electrified plasma, dominated by the sun, through

which our earth moves. Scientists have indirect

evidence that there are vast systems oi magnetic
fields and electric currents that are connected some-

how with the outward flow of charged material

from the sun. These fields and currents the satel-

lites will be able to measure for the first time. Aim

for the first time, the satellites will give us • detailed

three-dimensional picture of the earth's gravity and
its magnetic field.

Physicists are anxious to run one crucial and

fairly simple gravity experiment as sooo as possible.

This experiment will test an important prediction

made by Einstein's General Theory of Relativity,

namely, that • clock will run/aster as the gravita.

tlonal field around it is reduced. I/one of the [an.

rustically accurate docks, using atomic frequencies,

were placed in • satellite and should run faster than

its counterpart on earth, another of Einstein's great

and daring predictions would be confirmed. (This

is not the same as the prediction that any moving
dock will appear to a stationary observer to lose

time--a prediction that physicists already regard as
well confirmed.)

There are also some special questions about cos-

mic rays which can be settled only by detecting the

rays before they shatter themselves against the

earth's atmosphere. And, o/course, animals car-

ried in satellites will begin to answer the question:

What is the effect of weightimsnha on physiological

and psychological functions? (Gravity is not felt
inside• _tellitebecause the earth'spull is precisely

balanced by centrifugal force. This is just another

way of sa)_ng that bodies inside • satellite behave

exactly as they would inside a freely falling

elevator.)

The satellite that will turn its attention do_-

ward holds great promise for meteorology and the

eventual improvement o[ weather forecasting.

Present weather stations on land and lea can keep

only about I0 percem of the'0,tmo0phere under sur-
veiUance. Two or three weather satellites could

make • cloud inventory of the whole globe every

few hours. From this inventory meteorologists

believe they could spot large storms (including hur-

ricanes) in their early stages and chart their direc.

tion of movement with much more accuracy than at

preens. Other instruments in the sateJlites will

measure for the first time how much solar energy

is ladling upon the earth's atmosphere and how

much is reflected and radiated back into space by

clouds, oceans, the continents, and by the great

polar ice fields.

It is not generally appreciated that the earth has

to send hack into space, over the long run, exactly

as much heat energy as it receives from the sun.

If this were not so the earth would either heat up
or cool off. But there is an exce-, of income over

outgo in the tropical regions, and an excess of

outgo over income in the polar regions. This im-

balance has to be continuously rectified by the ac-

tivity of the earth's atmosphere which we call
weather.

By looking at the atmosphere from the outside,

satellites will provide the first real accounting of

the energy imbalances, and *.heir consequent ten-

sions, all around the globe. With the insight

gained from such studies, meteorologists hope they

may improve long-range forecasting of world
weather trends.

Finally, there are the satellites that will look not

just around or down, but out into space. Carry.

ing ordinary telescopes as well as special iastru-
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ments for recording X-rays, ultraviolet, and other

radiations, these satellites cannot fall to _veal new

sights forever hidden from observers who are

bound to the earth. What these sights will be, no

one can tell. But scientists know that a largc part

of all stellar radiation lies in the ultraviolet region

of the spectrum, and this is totally blocked by the

earth's atmosphere. Also blocked are other very

long wavelengths of "light" of the kind usually

referred to _ radio waves. Some of these get

through the so-called '*radio window" in the at-

mmphor_ and can I_ dotzowd by rmdio tc]_pes,

but sr..ientiJu would like a look at the still longer

waves that cannot penetrate to earth.

Even those light sigrmh that now reach the earth

can be recorded with brilliant new clarity by satellite

telescopes. All existing photographs of the moon

and nearby planets are smeared by the sarne turbu-

lence of the atmosphere that makes the stars twinkle.

Up above the atmosphere the twinkling will stop
and we should be able to see for the first time what

Maa_ really looks like. And we shall want a really

sharp view before hunching the first rocket to Mars.

A GLO$]g-UP OF THE MOON

While these satellite observations are in progress,

other rockets will be striking out for the moon with

other kinds of instruments. Photographs of the

back or hidden side of the moon may prove quite

unexciting, or they may reveal some spectacular

new feature now unguessed. Of greater scientific

interest is the question whether or not the moon has

a magnetic field. Since no one knows for sure why

the earth has such a field, the presence or absence

of one on the moon should throw some light on the

mystery.
But what sc.ienthts would most like to learn from

a dose-up study of the moon is something of its

origin and history. Wu it originally molten? Does

it now have • fluid core, similar to the earth's?

And just what ;, the nature of the lunar surface?

The answer to these and many other questions

should shed light, directly or indirectly, on the origin

and history of the earth and the surrounding solar

system.
While the moon is believed to be devoid of life,

even the simplest and most primitive, this cannot

be taken for granted. Some scientists have sug-

gested that small particles with the properties of

life---germs or spores--could exist in space and
could have drifted on to the moon. If we are to

test this intriguing hypothesis we must be careful

not to contaminate the moon's surface, in the bio-

logical sense, beforehand. There are strong sci-

entific remmns, too, for avoldlng rsdlo-,,.flvz con.

tamination of the moon until its naturally acquired

radioactivity can be measured.

• . . AND ON TO MAltS

The nearest planeu to earth are Mars and Venus.

We know quite enough about Mars to suspect that

it may support some form of life. To land instru-

ment carriers on Mars and Venus will be easier, in

one respect, than achieving a "soft" landing on the

moon. The reason is that both planets have atmos-

pheres that can be used to cushion the final ap-

proach. These atmospheres might also be used to

support balloons equipped to carry out both mete-

orological soundings and a general photo survey of

surface features. The Venuslan atmosphere, of

course, consists of what appears to be a dense layer
of clouds so that its surface has never been seen at

all from earth.

Remotely-controlled scientific expeditions to the

moon and nearby planets coutd absorb the energies

of scientists for many decades. Since man is such

an adventurous creature, there will undoubtedly

come a time when he can no longer resist going out

and seeing for himself. It would be foolish to try to

predict today just when this moment will arrive.

It might not arrive in this century, or it might come

within one or two decades. So much will depend on

how rapidly we want to expand and accelerate our

program. According to one rough estimate it might

require a total investment of about a couple of

billion dollars, spent over a number of years to equip

I0
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ountelves to land a man on the moon and to return

him tat'ely to earth.

THE gAT_LLITE KADIO NET_tORK

Meanwhile, back at earth, satellites will be enter-

ing into the everyday affairs of men. Not only will

they be aiding the meteorologists, but they could

surely--and rather quickly----be pressed into I_.vice

for expanding world-wide communlcatiom, indud.

ing intercontinental televhlon.

At present all tra_nlc communication iJ by

cable (which is costly to imtall) or by shortwave

radio (which is easily disrupted by solar stortm.).

Televific_ cannot practically be beamed more than

a few hundred miles because the wavelengths

needed to carry it will not bend around the earth

and will not bounce off" the region of the atmosphere

known as the ionosphere. To solve this knotty prob-

lem, satellites may be the thing, for they can u:_te

as high-firing radio relay statiom. Several suitably.

equipped and properly-spaced satellites would be

able to receive TV signals from any point on the

globe and to relay them directly---or perhaps via a

second satelHte--to any other point. Powered with

solar batteries, these relay stations in space should

be able to keep working for many years.

MILITARy APPLICATIONS OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY

The development of military rocket, has provided

the technological bate for space exploration. It

will probably continue to do so, became of the com-

manding military importance of the ballistic missile.

The subject of ballistic missiles lles outride our

present dlu:usfion. We ask instead, putting rnls_os

aside, what other military applications of space

technology can we see ahead ?

There are important, foreseeable, xnilitary rues

for space vehicles. These lie, broadly speaking, in

the fields of communication and re¢onnaisJance.

To this we could add meteorology, for the possible

advances in meteorological science which have

already been dew_fibed would have military implica-

I!

tion._. The use of satellites for radio relay links has

also been described, and it does not take much

imagination to [oresee uses of such techniques in

long range military operatiom.

The reco_ce capabilities of a satellite are

due, of course, to its position high above the earth

and the fact that its orbit carries it in a predictable

way over much ot the globe. Its disadvantage is

i_ necessarily great distance, 200 miles or more,

from the sudace. A highly magnifying camera or

telescope is needed to picture the earth's sur/acc in

even moderato detail. To lhe h_nta,, ,yl, from 200

miles away, a tootball stadium would be a barely

distingui_able speck. A telescopic camera can do

• good deal better, depending on its size and com-

plexity. It fit certainly feasible to obtain recon-

nalnance information with a fairly elaborate

instrument, information which could be relayed
back to the earth by radio.

Much hag been written about space as a future

theater of war, raising such suggestions as satellite

bombenb militm V bases on the moon, and m on.

For the most part, even the more tuber proposals

do not hold up well on rime examination or ap-

pear to be achievable at an early date. Granted

that they will become technologically posdble,

most of these schemes, neverthel_, appear to be

clumsy and ineffective ways of doing a job. Take

one example, the satellite as a bomb carrier. A

satellite cannot simply drop a bomb. An object

released from a satellite doesn't fail. So there is

no special advantage in being over the target. In-

deed, the only way to "drop" a bomb directly
down from t satellite fit to carry out aboard the

satdlite • rocket launching of the magnitude re-
quircd for an intercontinental missile. A better

scherne is to give the weapon to be launched from

the _tellite a 8mall put&, after which it will spiral

in gradually. But that means launching it from a

moving platform halfway around the world, with

every disadvantage compared to a rnitsile base on

the ground. In fl'lort, the earth would appear to
be, Mter all, the be_t weapons carrier.
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This is only one example; each idea ha* to be

judged on its o_*n merits. There may well be

important military, appIications for space vehicles

which we cannot now foresee, and developmenu in

space technology which open up quite novel pos-

sibilities. The history of science and technology

reminds us sharply of the limitatiom of our vidon.

Our road to future strength is the achievement of

scientific insight and technical skill by vigorous

participation in these new exploratiom. In this

setting, our appropriate military strength will grow

naturally and surely.

A SPACZ TIMETABLZ

Thus we see that satellite, and space vehicles can

carry out a great variety of scientific mi,_iom, and

a number of military ones as well.

Indeed, the scientific opportunities are so nu-

merous and so inviting that scientists from many

countries will certainly want to participate.. Per-

haps the International Geophysical Year will sug-

gest a model for the international exploration of

space in the years and decades to come.

The timetable on the following page suggests the

approximate order in which some of the scientific

and technical objectives mentioned in thh review

may be attained.

The timetable is not broken down into year,,

sir.ce there is yet too much uncertainty about the
scale of the effort that will be made. The timetable

simply lists various typ_ of space investigation.* and

goals under three broad heading3: Early, Later,
Still Later.

SCIENTIFIC OB]ECTIVES

EARLY

1. Physics

2. Geophysics

3. Meteorology

4.. Minimal Moon Contact

5. Experimental Communications

a, ;gl*arr Physiology

LATFA_

I. Astronomy
9. Extensive Communications

3. Biology

er. Scientific Lunar Investigation

5. Minimal Planetary Contact

6. Human Flight in Orbit

STILL LATER

I. Automated Lunar Exploration

2. Automated Planetary Exploration

g. HumaxtLunar Eotploration and Return

aNY MUCH t.ATmt STILL

Human Planetary Exploration

13

14
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In conclusion, we venture two observations. Re-

scarch in outer space affords new opportunities in

science, but it does not diminish the importance of

science on earth. Many of the secrets of the uni-

verse will be fathomed in laboratories on earth, and

the progress of our science and =ethnology and the

welfare of the Nation require that our regular sci-

entific programs go forward without loss of pace,

in fact at an increased pace. h would not be in

the national interest to exploit space science at the

i cost of weakening our efforts in other scientific

endeavors. Thh n_d not happcn if we plan our

national program for space science and technolog7

as part of a balanced national effort in all science

and technology.

Our second observation is prompted by technical

comiderafions. For the presen% the rocketry and

other equipment used in space technology must

usually be employed at the very limit of its capacity.

This means that failures of equipment and uncer-

tainties of schedule are to be expected. It therefore

appears wise to be cautious and modest in our pre-

dictiom and pronouncemenu about future space

activitim--and quietly bold in our execution.

Da. ]^Mzs R. Kmu^x, Ja., Chairm,n
Dm Roar.aT F. BxcHga

Da. WmLz,_ O. BAxza

Da. LLOYD V. B,,axsza

Da. HANs A. Bzcnz

Da. Dzcnzv W. Banxx

Da. Ja_/zs H. Doourn_

Da. ]^Mza B. Fssz
Dx. CAaVL P. H^sx1.s

Dg. GEORGE B. KISTAKOWSKY

Da. EowxN H. LxN_

Da. EvwAm) M. Pu_csLc

DR. Ismo_ I. RAm

DR. H. P. KosEatso_

Da. P^UL A. Wz*ss

Da. ]zaoMz B. Wms Nza
Da. I-D.aazaT Yoax

Da. Jr.zaoLo R. ZAc:tJ_aAs
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Document 7

Title: "Main Problems in the Senate Bill Establishing a Federal Space Agency,"

July 7, 1958.

Souree: Ann Whitman File, Dwight D. Eisenhower Diary Series, Eisenhower Library,
Abilene, Kansas.

During the evening of July 7, 1958, President Eisenhower met with Senate Majority leader Lyndon

B. Johnson to discuss the legislation to create a national space agency. Bryce Harlow, a congressional

liaison aide to Eisenhower who handled defense and space issues, is thought to have drafted this

,nenlorandmn to prepare Eisenhower for his meeting with Johnson. Ann Whitman was Eisenbower's

personal secretary. The notation on the upper right hand comer of the first page probably refers to an

unrelated meeting that Eisenhower had earlier in the day with Senator Hart3._Byrd of Virginia.
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MAIN PROBLEMS IN THE SENATE BILL ESTABLISHING A FEDERAL

SPACE AGENCY

(a) Creation of a Policy Board;

(b) Transfer of functions

THE POLICY BOARD

What it is. O
This is a seven member Board in the Executive

Office of the President. All seven are Federal

officials who, in their principal assignment s have

been appointed by the President and confirmed by

the Senate. The seven include the Secretaries of

State and Defense, the AEC Chairman, and the Direc-

tor of the new Space Agency. The President names

the remaining three to represent other federal agen-

cies interested in aeronautical and space activities.

What it does.

The Board conducts a continuing Survey of United

States Space matters, recommends a United States

program, decides who shall be responsible for major

projects, and decides whether any project iS in fact

an aeronautical and space activity.

Added Features.

The Secretary of Defense is a member, but no other

member may be from Defense. The Secretary may

appeal Board decisions to the President when he thinks

National Security would be adversely affected.
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Objections to the Board.

(I) Con_qicts with the concept of a single head directly

responsible to the President;

(2) Prescribes by statute the manner in which_ and the

officials through whom, the President will exercise his

judgment and responsibility -- including a part of his re-

sponsibility as Commander-in-Chief;

(3) Divides responsibility, and makes it dHficult to hold

anyone accountable for results;

(4) Would encourage Agency logrolling and suppress issues

the President should decide;

(5) Denies the President flexibility, while imposing a new

chore on agency heads whose £u11-tirne jobs may not always

bear upon the space problem _t hand.

The House Approach.

The House has no such policy board. It followed the Presi-

dentts recommendations for a single civilian head, responsi-

ble directly to the President.

The House followed the Presi,ientls recommendation 1or a

statutory 17-man Advisory Committee (eight from private

life_ and nine government representatives -- at least three

of whom shall be from Defense. Under the Senate bill, there

could be advisory committees, but they would lack stature.

Hence, they would not attract the kind of scientific talent

needed.

Two important drawbacks in the House bill do not appear in

the Senate version. The House.- sets up: (1) A rnilitary liaison

committee, with a military a1:plications division in the new

Agency; and (2) A nuclear liaison committee, with a nuclear

applications division. We hay,: urged that these be stricken.
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AUTHORITY TO TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

What the bill does.

The Senate bill has no transfer provisions. The

report says reorganization plans should be used

where programs or projects are to be transferred

to the new Agency. _'_

Problems created by this approach.

(1) No functions could be moved to the new agency

until next April, since reorganization plans must

sit before Congress for 60 consecutive days of a

session.

(2) This will hamper the new agency in the first

eight months of its existence, and make for duplica-

tion of effort within the government.

(3) It will delay consolidation and obstruct planning,

since authority for most Defense space projects ex-

pires next February.

(4) It will involve Congress in the reviewing the

placement of very technical scientific programs and

projects within the Executive Branch.

NOTE: The House bill parallels the Administration's on the

transfer provisions. Functions related primarily to

space and aeronautics could be promptly switched to

the Space Agency, with the concurrence of the agency

giving up the function, and with the approval of the
President.

The House rejected the Reorganization Plan idea, but

requires that each House of Congress be notified about

every transfer made.
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General Points

{i)

(z}

(3)

There is real concern in Congress about protecting the proper role

of the military in our space activities. There is no essential dif-

ference in the stated purposes of House and Senate sponsors regard-

ing the r_ilitary. However, the actual language differs. We have

taken the _osition {concurred in by Defense) that we prefer the

Senate language. Insofar as it relates to military participation,

the Senate language properly protects the responsibilities of the

Defense Department.

The Senate bill provides a Joint Congressional Committee, while

the House provides two standing committees. The House version,

which we endorsed, seems assured.

There are other differences, ali minor, relating to such things as

patent rights and employee pay provisions.

O
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Document 8

Title: "National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958," Public Law 85-568,

72 Stat. 426, signed by President Eisenhower on July 29, 1958.

Source: Record Group 255, National Archives and Records Administration,

Washington, D.C.

After the launch of Sputnik and the publicity surrounding it, the Eisenhower administration moved

quickly to create an American civilian space agency. The National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics (NACA) was too small for the task, however, so the White House decided that a new agency,

with the NACA as its core, but also including rocket and space engineers involved in various

defense programs, was needed. On March 5, 1958, President Eisenhower approved a final memo-

randum ordering the Bureau of Budget to draft a space bill immediately. It was ready three weeks

later and was sent to Congress on April 2. Senator l,yndon B. Johnson had much influence on the

form of the final bill, which was passed after lengthy congressional deliberations. In particular,

Congress added to the administration bill a requirement for a National Aeronautics and Space

Council as a presidential-level policy coordinating hoard.
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H. R. 12575

/Pu Lrct ,w i

• itiht -lifth ofthe nitefl  tat s or tm Tica
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, the setcnth day of January,

one thou.rand nine hundred and fifiy.eight

 lct

To provide for research Into problems of night wlth|n and outside the earth's

atmosphere, aud for other purpose_

B# it enacted by t_¢ _enate aTWt House of R#prescntatives ol _tu_
_]'_t.Cd 8?,a/.._ Of AmerCe i*t Co_lgr_## assembled,

TITLE f-SHORT TITLE, DECLARATION OF POLICY, AND
DEFINITIONS

SIIORT TITb]_

Sw,. 101. This Act may be cited as the "National Aeronautics and
Space Act of 1958".

Dr.C_aArKos or rotacr asv rum'cez

Sr.c. 10"2. (a) The Congress hereby dechu'es that it is the policy of
the United States tha_ activities in space should be devoted to peaceful
purlmses for the benefit of all manl/ind.

(b) The Congress declares that the general welfare said security of
the United States require tlmt adequate provision be made for aero-
nal!ti_i, attd space activities. The Conbnx_ss further declares that
suc_..._.tlvities aimll be the respolmibility of, and shall be directed by,
a civilian agency exercising control over aet_onautical and space ac-
tivities spolmored by the United States, except that activities peculiar
to.or primarily associated with the developtuent of weapotm systzm_ h
military operatiot_, or the defetme of tile United States (including
the researdx and development necessary to make effective provision for
the defetu_s of the United States) shall be the respolmibility of, and
slmll b_ directed by, the Department of Defense; and that determina-
tion as to which such agetlcy has respolLsibility for and direction of
arty such activity slmll be made by the President in conformity with
section 201 (e).

(c) The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall

be conducted so as to contc_ute materially to one or more of the
followitlg objectives :

(1) The expansion of human knowledge of phenomena in the
stmospltere and space;

(2) The improvement of the asefuhtess, performance, speed,
safety, and efficiency of aeronautical attd apace vehicles;

(3). The development and opel_tion of vehicles capable of
carrying it_strumente, equipment, supplies, and living organisms
through space;

(4) The establishment o| long-range studies of the potential
benefits to be gained from, rite opportunities for, and the problems
involved its the utilization of aeronautical and space activities for
peaceful and scientific purpcees;

(5) The preservation of the role of the U,lited States as a

leader in aeronautical aml space science and technology and in
the application thereof to tire conduct of pe:,ceful activities within
aud outside the atmoephere ;

(6) The making available to agellcies dh_ctly concerned with
national defense of di_overies that ha ve mill tary value or signifi-
cance_ attd the fucnislting by such agencies, to the civilian ag,ency
established to direct and control nonmilitary aeronautical and
space activities, of information as to discoveries which have value
oc signifies,tee to tlmt agency ;

l
O_
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(7) Cooperation by the United States with other natigns and
groups of nations in work done pursuant to this Act and in the
peaceful application of the results thereof; and

(8) The most effective utilization of the scientific and engineer-
ing resources of tile United States, with close cooperation among
all-interested agencies of the United States in order to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort, facilities, and equipment. .

(d) It is the purpose of this Act to carry out and effectuate the
policies declared m subsections (a), (b), and (c).

DEFINITIONS

Sr_. 103. As used in this Act--
(1) the term "aeronautical and space activities" meazm (A)

research into, and the solution of, problems of flight within and
outside the earth's atmosphere, (B) the development, conztru_
alan, t_ting, and operation for research purp .oe_. of aeronautical
and space vehicl_ and (C) such other activities as may be
t_luit_d for the exploration of space; and
(9.) the term "aeronauticg. l and apace vehicles" means air-

craft, mimiles, satellites, and other Space vehicles, manned and
unmanned, together with related equipment, devices, components,
and part&

TITLE II--COORDINATION OF AERONAUTICAL AND

SPACE ACTIVITIES

NATIONAL AEItONAUTIC8 AND 8PACIB COUNCIL

S_c. 901. (a) There is hereby establish, d the National Aeronautics
and Space Council (hereinafter called th_ "Council") which shall be
composedof-

(l) the President (who shall pr_ide over meetings of the
Council) ;

(2) the Secretary of State;
(3) the Secretary of Defense; . _
(4) the Administrator of the National Aeronautics and _pace

Administration; , _ .
(5) the Chairman of the Atomic ]_nergy Comml.mion;
(6) not more than one additional member appointed by the

President from the departments and i.gencies of the Federal Gov-
ernment; and

(7) not more than thres other members appointed by the Presi-
dent, solely on the basis of established records of distinguished
_h_evenmnh from among individuals in private life who are
e.,nent in science, engineering, technology, education, adminis-
tration, or public affairs.

(b) Each member of the Council from a department or agency of the
Federal Govenlment may designate another officer of his department
or agency to serve on the Council as his llternate in his unavoidable
absence.

(c) Each member of the Council appointed or designated under
paragl_phs (6) and (7) of subsection (a), and each alternate member
designated under subsection (b), shall be appointed or designated to
_erve as such by and with the advice and mnsent of the Senate, unless
at the time of such appointment or designation he holds an office in
the Federal Government to which he wa:_ appointed by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate.
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(d) It shall be tile function of tile Council to advise tile President
with respect to the performance of the duties prescribed in subsection
(e) of this sectiom

(e) In conformity with the provisioILs of section 102 of this Act, it
shall be the duty of the President to--

(l) survey all significant aeronautical and space activities, in-
cluding the policies, plans, programs, and accomplishments of
all agencies of tile United States engaged in such activities;

(_) develop a comprehensive program of aeronautical and
space activities to be conducted by agencies of the United States ;

(3) designate and fix responsibility for the di_ction of major
aeronautical and space activities;

(4) provide for effective cooperation between the National Aero-
nauticJ and Space Administration and the Department of
Defense in all such activities, and specify which of such activities
may be carried on concurrently by both such agencies notwith-
standing the assignment of primary responsibility therefor to one
or the other of such agenci.es.; and

(5) resolve dilferences arming among departments and agencies
of the United States with reslx_t to aeronautical and space activ-
ities under this Act, including differences as to whether a partic-
ular project is an aeronauticM attd space activity.

(f) The Council may employ a stair to be headed by a civilian
executive secretat T who shall be appointed by the President by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate and shall receive compen-
sation at the rate of $'20,000 ayear. Tile executive secretary, subject
to the direction of the Council, is attthorized to appoint and fix the
colupensat.ion Of SUCh persotmel, including not more than tht_e persons
who may be appointed without regard to the civil service laws or the
Classificgtiou Act of 1949 and compensated at the t_te of not more
than $19,000 ayear, as may be neces_ry to perform such duties a_ may
be prmcribed by the Council in connection with the performance of
its functiomL Each appointment under t_is subsection shall be sub-
ject to the same security l_luirements as those established for person:
nel of the National Aeronffiutics and Space Administration appointed
under section 203 (b) (2) of this Act.

(g) Members of the Council appointed from private life under sub-
Section (a) (7) may be compensated at, a rate not to exceed $100 .per
diem, and may be paid travel expelLeeS and per diem in lieu of sub-
sistence in accordance with the provisions of section 5 of the Admin-
istrative Expetu_ Act of 1946 (5 U. S. C. 7_b-2) t_elating to persomt
eerving without compensation.

_Artom_. Ar_o_c^vvwe ^m_ s_.._cs ^nmxxs'raAtm_

SEe. 20'2. (a) There is hereby established the National Aeronautics
and Space Administnttion (hereinafter called tile "Administration").
The Administration slmll be headed by an Administrator, who shall
be appointed front civilian life by the Preslde,at by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, and sh.dl receive compensation at
the rate of $'2'2,500 per ammm. Under the supervision fred direction
of the President, the Administrator shall be responsible for tile exer-
cise of all powex_ attd the dischat'ge of all duties of the Administration,
attd shall have authority and control over all pet_ommi and activities
thereof.

(b) There shall be in the Admlnistratiotl tt Deputy Admialstrator,

who shall be aplminted fa'om ei_'ilian life by the ,l?'esident by mid with
tile advice and-consent of tile Senate, sh:dl recei_ e compens.ttion at the
t'atc of $21,500 pet" annum, and shall perform such duties and exercise
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such powers as the Admiaistrator may prescribe. The Deputy Ad-
ministrator shall act for, and exercise tim powers of, tile Adminis-
trator during hie absence or disability.

(c) The A.dministrator and the Deputy Achninistr_or shall not
eugag e in any other business, vocation, or employment whih serving
as such.

FUNCTION8 OF THIII ADMINISTRATION

Sr.c. 203. (a) The Administration, in osxhr to carry out tile purpose
of this Act, shall-

(l) plan, direct, and conduct aeronautical and space activities;
(2) arnmge for participation by the scientific community in

planning scientific measurements and observations to be made
through use of aeronautical and space vehicles, and conduct or
arrange for the conduct of such measurements and obeervttiona;
_zd

(3) provide for the widest practicabh and appropriate dis-
semination of information concernhtg its activities and the results
thereof.

(b) In the performance of its functions the Administration is
authorized--

(1) to make, promulgate, issue, rescind, and amend rules and
regulations governing tim manner of ts oper.ltions and the exer-
cise of the powers vested in it by law;

(2) to appoint and fix the compel_sation of such officers and
employees as may be necessary to carry out such fm}ctions. Such
officers and employees shall be appoir4ed in accordance with the
civil-service laws and their compen._ation fixed in aecordanco
with fhe Classification Act of 1949t e3eept that (A) to the extent
the Administrator deems such action necessary to the discharge
of his re_. mneibilities, he may appoint and fix the compclmttion
(up to a hmit of $19,000 a 7.ear, or up to e limit of I[_1,000 a year
for a maximum of ten .._sltions) of J_ot moll than two hundred
and sixty of the scientific, engineerhg, and administs_ttive per-
sonnel o.f the Administratimt withou: regard to such laws, and
(B) to the extent tile Administrator deems such action n e._'emary
to recruit .sj_ecially qualified scientific and engineering talent, ho
may estabhsh the entrance grade for scientific and engineering
personnel without previous service in the Federal Govet_ament at
a lerel up to two grades hig!ter than the grgde provided for such
personnel under the Gestural Scheduh established by tile Classi-
fication Act of 1.q49, and fix their cowpemaltion accordingly;

(3) to acquire (by purchase, lease, e,mden|nal ion, or otherwise),
cotmtruct, improve, repair_ operate, and nmintaiu laboratories, re*
search and testing sites sttd facilities, aeronautical and space

vehiclm_ qtmt_era and related accomn,.odations for employees and
depeadsuts of employees of the Adn_inistration, alld such other
real attd pel_onal prol_erty (includia_g patents), or arty intet_lt
thez_in, as the Adminmtration decne uecesel|l'y within .'tud out-
side the continental United Strifes; to lease to other's such |'eal and

personal propet_y; to sell and other_ ise dispose of re.d and per-
sosm] preperty (including patents :rod rights thereuJJder) in
accordance with the provisions of he |;'eth, l_l Property and
Admiaistrative Services Act of 1949, is amended (40 U. S. C. 47t
et seq.) ; and to provide by contract or otherwise for cafeterias
mid other necessary facilities for the _vclfat_ of employees of the
Administration at its installntious a_ad purchase and matl_tain
equipment therefor;
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(4) to accept unconditioual gifts or donations of scrvice._
money, or pL_operty, l_ea], pel_onal, or mixed, tangible or

intangible;
(5) without ve_ard to section 3648 of the Revised Statutes, as

amended (31 U. _. C. 5c29), to enter into and perfor_n such con-
h_cts, leases, cooperative agt_emeuts, or other trausactions as ma X
be necessary in the conduct of its work and on such terms as Jt
may deem appropriate, with any agency or instrumentality of
the United States, or with arty State, Territory, or possession, or
with any political subdivision thereof, or with any Ee_-_on, firm,
amociat[osl, corporation, or educational institutioa. To the maxi-
atom exlent practicable and consistent with the accomplishment of
tits purpose of this Act, such contracts, leases, agreements, and
other transactions shall be allocated by the Admmistcator in a
manner which will enable small-business concerns to participate
equitably and proportionately in the conduct of the work of the
Administration;

(6) to use, with their consent, the services, equipment, personnel,
and facilities of Federal and other agencies with or without reim.
bursement, and on a similar basis to .e_0.perate with other public
and private agencies and instrumentalities in the use of services,
equipment, and facilities. Each department and agency of the
Federal Government shall cooperate fully with the Administra-
tion in making its services, eqmpment, personnel, and facilities
available to the Administrahon, and any such department or
agency is authorized, notwithstanding any other provision of law,
to transfer to or to receive from the Administration, without reim-

bursement_ aeronautical and space vehicle_, and supplies, and
equipment other.... tlmn administrative supplies or eqmpmcnt_

(7) to appoint such advtsory comnuttees .as ,nay be approprmte
for purImses of eoasultetion and advice to the Administr_tton in
the performance of its functions; ....

(_)to establish within the Administration such ot_ces ana pro-
cedures as may be appropriate to provide for the greatest possible
coordination of its activities under this Act with related scientific
and othet_activities being carried on by other public and private
agencies and organizations;

(O) to obtain services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of
August 2t 1946 (5 U. S. C. 55a), at rates not to exceed $100 per
diem for mdividualsl

(I0) when determined by the Administrator to be necessary,
and subject to sucit security investigations as he may determine
to be appl_pria.t_ to employ aliens without regard to statutory
provisions prohibttlng payment of compensatiou to aliens;

(11) to employ retired commission_l officers of the armed
foreu of the United States and compensate U.te.m at the rate .estab-
llslsed for the lmsitions occupied by them wsth!n the Adm,mstra-
tion, subject only to the limitations in pay set forth m section 212
of the Act of June 30, 1932, as amended (5 U. S. C. 59ffi) ;

(12) with the aplu_vai of the President, to ettter into coopera-
tive agreements under" which members of the Anny_ _avy, Air
l_'o,'ce,, aud Marine Corps m:ty be detailed by the appropriate
Secretary for services in the pet'formance of ftmctions under this
Act to the same extent as th:tt to which they might be htwfully

assigtted in the Department of Defense; and
(13) (A) to consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, settle, and

pay, on behalf of the United States, in full satisfaction thereof,
an_' claim for $5,000 or less against the United States for bodily
miury , death, or dantab, e to or loss of real or personal propcrty
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resulting from the conduct ot the. A_m!nistration's functions
_ecified" in subsection (a) of th|s section, w.hara such claim m
presented to the Administration .in.writing w_thm two yearn after
the accident or incident out of which the cla,n ar .mm;.and

(B) if the Admini@xation considers that a claim in excess of
$5_00 is meritorious and would otherwise be covered by this
paragraph, to report the f_cts and circumstances thereof to the
Congre_ for its consideration.

c_xAx_-uu.rrA_Y uAmo_.- coMMrrr_

S_. 204. (a) There shall be a Civilian-Military Liaison Com-
mittee consisting of--

(1) a Chairman, who shall he the head thereo! and who shall be
appointed by the President, ahall serve at thepleaaum oz the
President, and shall receive .compenmtion (in the manner pro-
vided in sulmection (d)) at the rate of $20JX}0 per annum;_ _

(2) one or mors representatives from the De-pa:_m_ent of De-
fense, and one or more representatives from each of the Depart-
mente of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, to be ami_n, ed by the
Secretary of Defen_ to.serve on the Committee without addi-
tional compensation; and ....

(3) representatives from the Administration, to be assigned by.
the Administrator to serve on the Committee without Ldditiona|

competmation, equal in number to tltsnumber of representatives
amil_md to serve on the Committee under paragraph (2).

(b) Tim Administration and the Delta rtment of .Defen_ through
the Liaison Committee, shall advise and consult with each other on
all matters within theirrespectlve jurisdi,:tions relating to aeronau.ti-
eel and space activities andshall keep earlL other fully and ¢urranuy
informed with reepoet to such activities.. , . . ..

(c) If the Secretary of Defense concmaes th__.any. ,_le_. actmn,
proposed action, or _i!, .m_....toa_ o,n the pgrt of 9m ,kdminigrator m
adverse to tlm responsml,.ues oz me l_Im, .-,_-en_ o_ _t_. _ or
Admi, istrator concludes tlmt any request, actio:b prol_ action, or
failure to act on thepart of tits Department of I)efemm is adverse to.
the responsibilities of the Achzdnistration, and the Admini_rator and
the Secretary of.Defense are u .nable to reach an _,r_mt_ wtt, n
spect thereto, either rite Admmmtrator or tn.s .vecreca_ pz, re. mnse
nmy refer the matter to fits President for itm decision (wnxcn snau us
final) as provided in section 201 _e).

(d) Notwithst._mdi_ the provmious of my other l_w, any active or
retail o_osr of the Army,_Navy: or Air Fp .r_. ,,ay..esrve _ Chair-
nmn of the Liaison Conunittee without prej.udtee to hm active or r_.
tired status as such ol_eer. The compen._t_on receiver.by _ny suc|t
NUcvr for his service ns Chairman of the Liaison Co,mutttee ahall be
equal to rite amount (if any) by which th* com_tmation fixed by _ub-
section (a) (1) for such Chairman ex.cexis hm pa_, andallowanc_.
(including q)ecial and incentive pays} _ an active omcer, or me
retired pay.

z_'za_^TXO_,V- voorr_,a_o_

S_c_ 205. The Ad,ninistratlo,_, under the fo_sign policy guida_ce
of the President, may engage in a program of international coopera-
tion in work done pursuant to this Act, end in the .pedw_.ful applica-
tion of the remits thereof, pursumtt to agreements m_uie by the Presi-
den{; with the advice and consent of the Senate.
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nErolrrs TO TIlE CON61IE&_

Sr.c. 206. (a) The Administcation shall submit to the President for
transmittal to the Congress, semiannually and at such other times as it
deems desirable, a report of its activities and accomplishments.

(b) Tile President shall transmit to tile Congress in January of each
year a velml % which shall include (1) a comprehensive description of
the programed activities and the accomplishments of all agencies of
the United States in the field of aeronautics and space activities during
the preeedin_ calendar year, and (2) an evaluatmn of such activities
and acoomplishmenta in terms of the attainment of, or the failure to
attain, the objectives described in section 10'2- (c) of this Act.

(e) Any i_port made under this section sh.dl contain such recom-
mendations for additional legislation as the Administrator or Um
President nmy consider necessary or desirable for the attainment of
the objectives described in section t02 (e) of this Act.

(d) No infonlmtion which has been classified for reasons of
national security sltall he included in any i_poi_ nmde raider this
bxq:tioth unlem such information has been declag_ilied by, or pm_uant
to attthorization given by, the P:_sident.

TITLE III--MISCELLANEOUS

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMl_[l'rrEE I.'gta ,*,ERONAUTIC8

S£o. 301. (a) The National Advisory Committee _or Aeronautics,
on the effective date of this section, shall cease to exist. On such date
all functions, powel_, duties, and obligations, and all real and per-
so*ml property, peL'sonnel (other than members of the Committee),
flmds, and records of that orgauization, shall he transfem_d to the
Administration.

(b) Section 230'2. of title 10 of the United States Code is amended by
striking out "or the Executive Secretary of tile National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics." and inserting in lieu thereof "or the Ad-
,ninistrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.";
and section '7303 of such title 10 is amended by striking out "The Nft-
tional Advi_ry Committee for Aeronautics." and inserting in lieu
thelx_of "The National Aet, onautics and Space Administrat[on."

(e) The ill,st section of the Act of Au_lst °.6, 1950 (5 U. S. C. 2'2-1 ),
is amended by striking out "the Director, National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics" and inserting in lieu thereof "the Administrator

of the National Aeronautics" and Space Administt_ttion", and,, by strik-
ing out"or National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and insert-

tion".iugin lieu thereof "or National ._el,onauties and Space Adm,nistra-'

(d) Tile Unitat3, Wind Tmmel Plan Act of 1949 (50 IT. S. C. 511-
515) is amended (1) by striking out "Tile Natiomd Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics (hereinafter t_eferred to as the 'Committee')"
'rod inserting in lieu thereof "The Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space A.dministratiml (hereinafter referred to as the
'Administrator')" ; (2) by striking out "Conmllttee" or "Committee's"
wherever they apI_ear and ilLsertt_lg in lieu thereof "Administrator"
and "Administrator's", t_spoctively; and (3) by striking out "its"
wherever it api)eat.'s and inserting in lieu thereof "'his".

(e) This section shall take elrect ninety days after the dale of the
enactment of this Act, or on any earlier dale on which the Administra-
tor shall determine, and announce by proclamation published in the
Federal Register, that the Administi_tion has been organized and is
prepared to discharge the duties and exercise the powet_ conferred
upon it by this Act.
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_._Nsr_:r or aEL^r_a) rv_cl_o,_s

Sac. 30_. (a) Subject to the provisions of this section, the Pl_.sident_
for a period of four years after the date cf enactment of this Act, m_y
transfer to the Administration any functions (including powers,
duties, activities, facilities, and parts of functions) of ally other de-
partment or agency of the UnitedStates, or of any officer or organiza-
tional entity thereof, which relate primarily, to the functions, powers,
and duties of the Administration as prescribed by section 203 of this
Act. In connection with any such transfer, the Pl_sident may, under
this section or other applicable authority, provide for appropriate
h_nsfela of lx'cot_is, prolmrty , civilian pex_onnel, and funds.

(b) ]Vhenever amy such transfer is made before January 1, 1959,
rise President shall transmit to the Sper.ker of the House of Repre-
sentatives and the Pt_ident pl_ teml_re of tile Senate a. full mid
complete repo_rt concerning the natut_ a;ld effect of such trtnsfer.

(c) After December 31, 1958, no transfer shall be made under this
section until (1) _ full and complete report concerning the nature and
effect of such proposed transfer has been trmtsmitted [)y the President
to the Congress, and (_) t.he first period of sixty ca_lendar days of
ilgular sesslon of the Congress following the date of receipt of such
I_port bY the Conga.s has expired without the adoption by the Con-
grass of a concurrent resolution stating that the Conffre_ does not
favor such tr_mfer. - -

ACG_ TO INIrOR3[ *,TION

Sr_. 303.Information obtained or developed by the Administrator
in the performance of his functionsundel thlsAct shallbe made avail-
able for public inspection,except (A) informatiml authorized or
,x'quired by Federal statute to be will,held w and (J]) information
classified to pt_)tect the national securit) : Provided, That notiling in
this Act shallauthoriae the witld_olding _.f information by the Admin-
istrator from tile duly authorized comm ittees of the Congress.

SEcuRrI'Y

Sr_. 304. (a) The Administrator shall establish such security
requirements, restrictions, and safe.lards as he deems necessary in
the interest of the national security. The Administrator may arrange
with the Civil Service Commission for _.he conduct of such security
or other personnel investigations of t le Administration's officer_
em{)loyees, and consultants_ and its c._ttractot_ and subcontractors
and their officers and employees, acttm[ or prospective, as he deems
appropriate; and if any such investigation develops any data reflect-
ing that the individua| who is the subj_ ct thereof is o]_ questionable
loyalty the matter shall be referred to the Federal Bmeau of Investi-

ga, tion for.the conduct of • full field investigalion, the results of
wnicn snau oe zuruished to the Admin_sh_tor.

(b) The Atomic Energy Commissio_ may authorize any of its
employees, or employees of any contractor, prospective contractor,
liceast% or pl_spective liceuses of the A omie Energy Commission or
any other person authorized to have ace_.ss to I_estrtcted Data by the
Atomic Energy Commission under sub:action 145 b. of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 (49. U. S. C. _165 , b)), to permit any member,
officer, or employee of the Council, or the Admi,istrator, or any officer,
employee, member of an advisory commlt_ee, contractor, subcontractor,
or officer or employee of a contractor or sobcontr_tor of the Adminis-

tration, to have access to Restricted Dat_. relating to ael_nautical and
sp_ce activities which is required in the performance of his duties and
so certified by tile Council or the Administrator, as the case may be,
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but onl_t i[ (1) tile Council or A.dminist_tor or designee thereof has
termmea_ tn accordance with the established personnel security pro*

c_ures and standards of the Council or Administration, that peTmit-
ring such individual to have access to su_ Restricted Data will not
en.da.nger tile common defense and securitys and (2) the Council or
^ummistrator or desigq_es thereof finds that tile established personnel
and other security pro/xqiures and standards of the Council or Admin-
istration are adequate and iu reasonable conformity to the standards
established by the Atomic Energy Commission under section 145 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (4t U. S. C. 9165). Any individual
granted aeeem to such Restricted Data pursuant to this subsection may
exchange such Data with any individual who (A) is an offioer or
employee of the Department of Defense, or any department or agency
the_reof, or, _ of the armed forces, or a contractor or aubcon-
tree.for of any such department, aganvy_ or armed forc_ or an omcer
or employge of any such contractor or mlbcontractor, and (B) has been
authorised to have seems to Restricted Data under the provisiorm of
section 148 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U. S. C. 2163).

(e) Chapter $T of title 18 of the United States Code (entitled
Espionage and Omsorship) is amended by_

(1) adding at the end thereof the following new section:

"| 799. Vlolathm ot relFalatloa, of National Aeronautics nttd Space Administration

UWhoever willfully shall violate, attempt to violate, or conspire to
violate arty regulation or order promulgated by the Administrator of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the protection
or security of any laboratory_ station, base or other facility, or part
thereof, or any afreraft, missile, spececraft, or similar vehicle, or part
thereof, or other prgperty or equipment in the clmtody of the Admin.
istratimh or any real or personal property or equipment in the custody
of any contractor under any contract with the Administration or any
subcontractor o_ any such contractor, shall be fined not more than
$5,000,or imprimmed not more than one year, or both."

(2) addinK at the end of the sectional analysis thereof the fob
lowing new xtem:

"799. Violation of regulations of National Aeronautics and Space Administration."

(d) Section 1115 of title 18 of the United States Code is amended b v
inserting immediately_ before awhile engaged in the performance of hm
official duties" the following: "or any officer or employee of the
National Aeronautics and 81_w_. Administration directed to guard and
protect property of the Umted States under the administration and
control of the National Aeronautics and Specs Administration,".

_(e) The Administrator may direct such of the officers and employees
of the Adnfinistration as he deems necessary in the public interest to
carry tin,arms while in the conduct of their official dutie_ The
Administrator may also authorise such of those employees of the con-
tractor_ and subcontractors of the Administration _ngaga_l in the pro-
faction of property owned by the United States and located at facil|ties
owned by or contracted to the United States as he deems necessary in
the public interest, to carry firearms while in the conduct of their
official duties.

t,rOt'tnTY mol,_ tt¢ xsvt:Nl_ot_s

S_c. 305. (a) Whenever any invention is made in the performance
of any work under any contract of the Administration, andthe Admin-
istrator determines that--

{1) the person who made the invention was employed or
assigned to perform research, development, or exploration work
and the invention is related to the work he was employed or
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assigned to perform, or that it was within the scope of his employ-
ment duties, whether or not it was made during working hours,
or with a contribution by tile Government of the use of UJovern-

ent facil!ties, equipment, materials, allocated funds, informa-
n proprietary to tile Oovernmen% or services of Government

employees during working hours; or
(2) the person who me-de the invention was not employed or

.assJbmed to perform research, development, or expior_tl"on work,
but the invention is nevertheless related to the contract, or to the
work or duties he was employed or assigned to .perform, and was
made during working hours, or with a contrtbution from the
Government-of the sort referl_[ to in clause (1),

such invention slutll be the exclusive property of the United States,
and.if _m:tch invention is paten_ble a patent therefor shall be issued
to the United States upon application made by the Administrator,
unless the Administrator waives all or any part of the rights of rite
United States to such invention in confonnlty with the provisions of
subsection (f) of this section.

(h) Each contract entered into by the Administrator with any
party for the performance of any work shall contain effective provs-
sious under which such party shall furrish promptly to the Admin-
!strator a written report containing full and complete technical
mmrma_ion concerningany inventiou, discovetT, improvement, or
innovation which may be made in the performance of any such work.
• . (c! No patent.may be issued to any applicant other titan the Admin-
Istt'ator Ior any l.nvention which appeat_ to the Commi_.ioner of Pat-

" d o th ith by the Ccmmissioner to the Adminis-
trator.

(d) Upon any application as to which any such statement has been
transmitted to the Administrator, the Commissioner may, if the in-
yention is patentable , iss_ue a patent to the applicant unless the Admin-
tstrator, within ninety days after receipt _,f such application and state-
ment, requests tlmt such patent be issued t_ him oul_half of the United
States. If, within such time, the Admiaistrator files such a request
with the Commissioner, the Cc_nmissioner shall tratmmit notice thereof
to the applicant, and shall issue such patent to the Administrator
unle_ the applicant within thirty days after receipt of such notice
.r.equests a hearingbef.o_ a Boat_l of Patent Interferences on the ques-
tmn whether the Achnmtstlltor is entitle¢_ under this section to receive
such patent. The Board may hear and determine, in accordance with
rules and procedures established for in_rference cases, the question
80 prescnted, and its determination shall be subject to appeal by the

applicant or by the Administrator to thc_,'ot_rt of Customs attd Patent
Appeals in accordance with procedures _ovet-ning appeals from deci-
sioas of the Board of Patent Interference,_ in other proceedlnjzs.

(e) Whenever any patent has been iss_led to any a_l)licaa'_t in con-
fol-mity with subsect:_on (d), sad the Administra'tol: "thereafter ha_
reason to believe that the statement filed by the applicant in connec-
tion therewith contained any false rep,'_sentatioa of zny material
fact, the Administl'ator within five yeats after t.lle date of issuance
of such patent may file with the Commissioner a request for the trans-
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fer to the Administrator of title to such patent on tile records of the
Commissioner. Notice of ally such request shall be transmitted by
the Commissioner to the owner of record of such patent, and title to
such lrttent shall be so transferred to tile Administrator unless within
thirty days sfter l_ceipt of such notice such owner of record requests
a hearing befm_ a Board of Patent Interferences on the question
whether any such false relnl_sentatiou was contained in such state-
lueut. Such question shall be heard and determined, and detetTaina-
tion thereof shall be subject to i_view, in the manner pt_._cribed by
subsection (d) for questions arising thereunder.. No request made
by the Administrator under this subsection for the trans[er of title
to _ny ln_tent, and no prosecution for the violation of any criminal
statute, shall be barred by at_y f_ilm_ of tile Administrator to make a
l_zquest under subsection (d) for tile issuance of such patent to him,
or by ,-day notice previously given by the Administrator.stating that
he had no objection to the i_suance of such patent to the applicant
therefor.

(f) Under such reguhtlons in conformity with this subsection as
tile Adminisla-ntor shall prescribe, he may waive all or any part of the
rights of the United States under this section with respect to any
invention or class of inventions made or which may be made by any
person or class of persons in rite performance of a;ly work required
by any contract of tile Administration if the Admiuistrator determiuee
t[lat _he interests of the United States will be served thereby. Any
such waiver may be nude upotl such terms and under such conditions
us the Administrator shall determine to be required for the protection
of the interests of the United Slates. Each such waiver made with
respect to any invention shall be subject to the reservation by the
Administrator of an irrevocable, nonexclusive, nontransferrable,

royalty-h_e license for tile practice of such invention throughout the
world I))" or on behalf of the United States or any foreigo government
pursuant to any treaty or agreement with the United States. Each
proposal for any waiver under this subsection shall be l_fe.rred, to an
llwentions and Contributions Board which shall be establisnm oy the
Admhfistrator within the Administration. Such Board shall accord

to each interested party an Opl_ortmfity for hearing, and shall transmit
to tile Administrator its findings, of fa.ct wi.th res .L_ct to sucl}_ropossl
and its recommendatimm for achon to be.taken with respg¢¢ thereto..

(g) The Administrator slutll detenmne, and promulgate re_.iL-
tions Sl_cif_ ing, tile terms and conditions upon which licenses will oe
graute_ by the Administx_ion for the practice by any person _ou_er
than an agency of the United States) of any invention _r which the
Administrator holds t patent on behalf of the United _tates.

(h) The Administrator is authorized to take MI suitable and nec-
essary steps to preach, any invention or discovery, to w!dch he hu
title, and to rmuire tlmt contractors or persons who retain title to
inventions or d_seoveries under this section protect the inventions
or discoveries to which tile Admiuistr_tion has or may aequii_ a license
of use.

(i) The Administration shall be considered a defense agency of the
United States for the purtmse of chapter 17 of title 35 of the United
States Code.

(j) As used h_ thlssection--
(1) the term "person" means any individual, partnership, cor-

poration, association, institution, or other entity;
(_) the term "contract" means any actual or proposed contract,

agreement, understanding, or other arrangement, and includes
any assig_ment, substitution of parties, or subcontract executed
or entered into thereunder; and
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(3) the term "made", when used in _latiou to any invention,
means the conception or first actual reduction to practice of such
invention.

CONTRIBUTIONSAWA_D8

SBo. 306. (a) Subject to the provMon_ of this section, tile Admini_
trator is authorized, upon his own initiative or upon application of
any pezlon, to make a monetary award, in such amount and upon
such terms as he shall determine to be warranted, to any person (as
defined by section 305) for any scientific or technical contribution to
the A dminktratiou which is determined by the Administrator to have
sig_d'ficant value in the conduct of aeronautical and space activities.
Each application made for any such award shall be referral to the
Inventions and Contributions Board established under section 305 of
thk Act. Such Board shall accord to each such applicant an op-
portunity for hearing upott such application, and droll transmit to
tim Administrator its recomm_dation _.s to the terms of the award,
if any , to be made to such applicaJlt for such contribution. In deter-
mining the terms and conditions of azay award the Administrator
shall take into acoount---

1) the value of the contribution to the United States;
9) the aggregate antouut of any sums which have been ex-

pended by the applicant for the development of such contribution;
(3) the amount of any compensation (other than salary re-

ceived for services rendered as an ofllcer or employee of the Gov-
enlment) previously r_ived by th_ applicant for or on account
of the use of _uch contribution by tm United States; and

(4) such other factors as the A iministrator shall determine
to be material.

(b) If more than one applicant unde] subsection (a) clainm an in-
_rmt in the same contribution, the Ad_inktrator shall ascertain and
determine the respective interests of suci_ applicants, and shall appor-
tion m_y award to be made with respect to such contribution anumg
mzch applicants in such proportiotm as he shall determine to be eqm.
table, No award may be made uuder subsection (a) with respect to
any contribution_

(1) unl¢_ the applicant surrendtrs, by such means as the Ad-
ministrator shall determine to be effective, all claims which such
applicant may have to receive any ,_)mpep_tion (other than the
award made under this section) for :_e usb of such contribution or
any element thereof at any time b_ or on behalf of the United
States, or by or on behalf of any _oreign government pursuant
to any treaty or agreement with the United States, w_thin the
United States or at any other place;

(_) in any amount exceeding $1_,000, units the Adminktra-
tor has trammitted to the appropriate committees of _ Congra
a full and complete report concernng the amount and terms of,
and the basil for, such proposed award, and thirty calendar days
of _gular eeeeion of the Congre_ have expired after receipt of
such report by such committe_
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H.R. 12575----12

(3) the term "made", when used in relation to any invention,
means the conception or firstactual reductionto practiceof such
invention.

CONtrIBUTIONS AWA/ID6

SEo. 306. (a) Subject to tile provisions of this section, the Adminis-
trator is authorized, upon his own initiative or upon application of
any person, to make a monetary award, in such amount and upon
such terms as he shall determine to be warranted, to any Imrson (as
defined by section 305) for any scientific or technical contribution to
the .Administration which is determined by the Administrator to have
significant value in the conduct of aeronautical and space activities.
Each application nmde for any such award shall be t_ferred to the
Inventions and Contributions Board establislmd under section 305 of
this Act. Such Board shall accord to each such applicant an op-
portunity for hearing upon such application, and s[_ll transmit to
the Administrator its recommendation as to the terms of the award,
if any, to be made to such applicant for such contribution. In deter-
mining the terms and conditions of any award tile Administrator
shall take into account--

1) tile value of the contribution to the United States;
2) tile aggregate amount of any sums which have been ex-

pended by the applicant for the development of such contribution;
(3) the amount of any compensation (other than salary re-

ceived for services rendered as an officer or employee of the Gov-
ernment) previously received by the applicant for or on account
of the use of such contribution by the United States; and

(4) such other factors as the Administrator shall determine
to be material.

(b) If more than one applicant under subsection (a) claims an in-
terest in the same contribution, the Administrator shall ascertain and
determine the respective interests of such applicant_, and shall appor-
tion any award to be made with respect to such contribution among
such applicants in such proportions as he shall determine to be equi-
table, No award may be made under subsection (a) with respect to
any contribution-

(I) unless the applicant surrenders, by such means as the Ad-
ministrator shaU determine to be effective, all claims which such
applicant may have to receive any compe;mation (other.than t_e
award made under this section) for the use of such contribution or
any element thereof at any time by or on behalf of the United
States, or by or on behalf of any foreign government pursuant
to any treaty or agreement with the United States, wlthln the
United States or at any other pla_'e;

(2) in any amount exceeding $100,000, unless the Administra-
tor has transmitted to the appropriate committees of the Congreu
a full and complete report concerning the amount and terms of,
and the basis for, such proposed award, and thirty calendar dayl
of regular s_ion of the Congress have expired after receipt of
such report by such committees.
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IL R. 12575--i3

APPROPIUAT[O_8

S_. 307. (a) T|iers am hereby authorized, to be appropriat.ed, such
mtms as may lm ne<_mary.to carry out this Act, eacept that nothing in
rids Act sh_ll authorize tlm appropriatiott or any amount for (I) the
,-.oquisitim_ or condemnation of lay rt_l property, or (_) any other
item of ,_ capital nature (such as plant or facihty acqumition, con-
Jtruction, or expansion) which eac_ds _50,000.. Sums a pp._pristed
plll*SUal|t tO t_tiS subsection for the construccton or I_.cllltleS, or

_or r_earch and develop,nelt actiritJ_, shall remain avaxlable unts]
ca|rended.

(b) Any funds appropriated for the construction.of faci]iti_ may
be reed for emergency repairs of exiatingfacjlittes wuen. such ezmt_ng
faeilitiu are made _tive by nutjorbrmk'down, acetd.ent, or other
cireumltanem and mzeh repairs are deemed by tl\e A..dmmtstrator to

be of greater urgency titan tim con_tion of new fac_e_ f

APPROVED r_..e,..u_ o/,_ _,,_,_,, ,,_
JUL£ 91959 P,_ o/_a.8_,.
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Document 9

Title: Special Committee on Space Technology, "Recommendations to the NASA

Regarding a National Civil Space Program," October 28, 1958.

Source: NASA Historical Reference Collection, History Office, NASA Headquarters,

Washington, D.C.

By the end of 1957, the NACA was heavily involved in space-related research, which constituted

40 to 50 percent of its total effort. Sensing that the NACA might be the obvious choice for taking the

lead in the American space effort after Sputnik, on January 12, 1958, General James Doolittle, the

NACA's chair, created a Special Committee on Space Technology. While NACA Director Hugh Dry-

den addressed the institutional issues involved in transforming the NACA into NASA, the Special

Committee on Space Technology was charged with addressing specific areas of space technology
deserving early attention. NASA was formally established on October 1, 1958, and the committee

issued its final report at the end of that month. The following document reprints the recommenda-

tions to NASA on a national civil space program offered by the committee on October 28, 1958.
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REC OMMJ_NDATIONS

To the NASA Regardimg

A NATIONAL CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM

by the

Special Committee on Space Techuology

October 28, 1958
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SUMMARY

The major objectives of a civil space research program are

scientific research in the physical and llfe sciences, advancement

of space flight technology, development of manned space flight

capability, dud exploitation of space flight for human benefit.

Inherent in the achievement of these objectives is the development

and unification of new scientific concepts of uuforeseeably broad

import.

Space Research - Instruments mounted iu space vehicles can

observe and measure "geophysical" and environmental pheuomeua in

the solar system, the results of cosmic processes iu outer space,

and atmospheric phenomena, as well as the influence of the space

euviroameut on materials and living orgauisma. A vigorous,

coordinated attack upon the problems of maintaining the performance

capabilities of man iu the space euviror_ent is prerequisite to

sophisticated space exploration.

Developmeut - Flight vehicles and simulators should be used

for space research and also for developmeutal testing and evalnatiou

dime& at improved space flight and observational capabilities.

Major developmental recommeudatious iuclude sustained support of

a comprehensive instrumentation development program, establishment

of versatile dymamic flight simulators, and provision of a coordinated

series of vehicles for testing components and sub-systems.

Ground Facilities - Properly diversified space flight operations

are impossible vithout adequate ground facilities. To this eud

serious study aimed toward providing an equatorial launching capa-

bility is recommended. A complete ground iustrumeutation system

consisting of computimg centers, conm_anicatiou metwork, and
facilities for trackiug and control of and cou_unicatiou (including

telemetry) _rlth space vehicles is required. At least part of the

system must be capable of real time computation dud co_uuicatiou,

primarily for manned flights and payload recovery. Development of

a competeut satellite cou_suuicatious relay system would be most

valuable in this regard 3 and it is recommended that NASA take the

lead in determining the specificatious of such a system. A

coordinated national attack upou the problems of recovery is
recommended.

Flight Program - The first recovery vehicles vill probably be

ballistic, but the control and safety advantages of lifting re-entry

vehicles warrant their developmeut.
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A mllliou-pound-plus booster can be achieved about three years
sooDer by clusterlug existing euglnes than by developir_ a new single-

barrel enginep but the cluster would not have the growth potential of

the larger engine. Further growth potential requires the development

of the single-barrel engine. Both developments arc needed.

Strong research effort on novel propulsion systems for vacuum
operations is urged, and development of high-e_ergy-propellaut systems
for upper stages should receive full support.

Three generations of space vehicles are immediately available.

The first in based on Vanguard-Jupiter C, the second ou IRBMboosters,
and the third on ICBMboosters. The performance capabili_ies of
various combtoations of existing boosters and upper stages should be

evaluated, and intensive development concentrated on those promising
greatest usefulness in different general categories of payload.

IN'I_OIXETION

Scientifically, we are at the begiuuing of a new era. More than
two centuries between Newton and Einstein were occupied by the ob-

servatious_ experiments and thought that produced the background
necessary for modern science. New scientific knowled@e indicates

that we are already working in a similar period preced/ng a_other

long step fOrward in scientific theory. The information obtained
from direct observatiou_ in space, of environment and of cosmological
processes will probably be essential to, and will certainly assist

in, the formulation of new unifying theories. We can no more predict

the results of this work than Galileo could have predicted the in-
dustrial revolution that resulted from Newtouian mechanics.

Direct observation of the nature and effects of the space

e_viroument are necessarily pacedby the development of space flight

capabilities. This report presents suggestions regarding research

policies and procedures that should aiC iu the establishment and

improvement of capabilities for space _'light and space research.

In preparing this report, the SpecLal C_ittee on Space

Technology has been assisted by the Technical Committees of the NACA

and the ad hoc Working Groups of the S]_cial C_ittee. The member-

ship of the Working Groups is listed i_ an appendix to this report.

The reports of the Working Groups _re primarily program-oriented,

and while they are not referenced specifically, they have furnished

the basis for the preparation of this :eport. These will be pre-

sented to the NASA as separate Working Group reports, iudependent

of this report.
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OB..tEOr _'E S

A national civil space research program to explore, study, and

conquer the newly accessible realm beyoud the atmosphere will have

the followlug general objectives :

i. Scientific research and exploratiou lu the physical and
the life sciences.

Submerged as he always has been beneath the "dirty window" of

the atmosphere, man has necessarily inferred the nature of the physical

universe from local observations aud glimpses of what lies beyond his

essentially two-d/meusioual earth-bound habitat. Little of the radiation

and few of the solid particles from outer space reach the earth's

surface, yet practically all aspects of man's earthly environment are

determined ultimately by extraterrestrial factors. The radiation that

does reach the surface is so distorted by passage through the atmosphere

that ouly incomplete observations can be made ou the uature of other

celestial bodies and the contents of interstellar space.

With the iuformatiou derived from experiments and direct ob-

servations in the actual space environment, man will achieve a

better understanding of the universe and of natural phenomena and life
on the earth.

An excellent start toward determination of the near-space

euvlroumeut has already beeu made in connection wlth the IGY, and

the pattern of inter-national cooperation that has developed with

this program iudicates that mutual understaudiu 6 aud respect among

the nations of the earth may be generated by coucerted attack upon
scientific problems. Inasmuch as national scieutific excelleuce is,
to a great extent, nov evaluated by the peoples of the earth lu terms
of success in the exploration of space, it behooves the United States
to achieve and maintain an uuselfish leadership iu this field.

2. Advancement of the technology of space flight.

Propulsion systems have been developed having the demonstrated

capability of putting small instrumented packages into orbit about

the earth. However, the reliability of the total vehicle and control

system needs improvement in order to conduct much of the desired space

program, larger power plants, and mew higher-energy fuels and the

equil_meut to produce them must be developed. If orbits about the earth

are to be expanded Into practical interplanetary trajectories, new
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propulsion systems having very low fuel consumption and modest thrust

will be required In order that the trajectory can be cootrolled to

perform the mission.

A good start has been made on the development of lustrumeutation
for observing the euvlronmeut in space. Iustrumeutation for controlling

and uavigatiug the vehicle and for co_uicatlng with the earth will

require extensive developmeut. Becatme of the severe weight restrictions,
all iustrumeutatiou must be severely miniaturized. Grouud-based co_ui-

catiou systems must be expanded to provide for the control of and
communication with vehicles ou lunar or planetary missious, and for

properly controlled re-eutry amd recovery.

Novel structural problems are posed by space vehicles. Heavy

loads of steady acceleration, shock and vibration occur during boost,
while weightlessuess during uupovered space flight makes possible the

use of uueouveutional mechanical design principles. For vehicles

which must re-enter the earth's atmosphere, problems of structural

integrity uuder high re-entry heating rates, large thermal gradients,

and thermal shock are very important. All of these requirements must

be met with an absolute minimum of structural weight.

Extensive bureau engineering devel_pmeuts are required in order
for manned space flight to be successful. Because of the rigorous

but largely uukuown space euviromneut, these developmeuts will depend
critically u_ou the iuformatiou obtained iu the early probing flights.

A successful National Space Program, therefore, requires

coutinulug improvement aud development iu the pertinent fields of

technology.

3. Manned space flight.

lustrumeuts for the collection an_ transmission of data on the

space euviroumeut have been designed a _d put into orbit about the

earth. However, mau has the capabilltlr of correlating uulikely eveuts

and unexpected observations, a capacit: for overall evaluation of

situation.s,aud the backgrouud kuowledge and experience to apply

Judgment that cannot be provided by iustruments; aud in ma_y other

ways the intellectual fuuctious of man are a necessary complemeut

to the observing and recording functions of complicated instrument

systems. Furthermore, mau is capable ._f voice communication for

sending detailed descriptious and rece_viug information whereby the

coucerted Judgement of others may be b:'ought to bear ou unforeseen

problems that may arise during flight.
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Although it is believed that a manned satellite is not necessary

for the collection of environmental data iu the vicinity of the earth,

exploration of the solar system in a sophisticated way will require
a human crew.

4. Exploitation of space for human benefit.

The practical exploitation of satellites and space vehicles for

civil purposes and for human benefit may be as important as--or even

more important than--the inmmdiate military uses of space flight.

Perhaps the most important example is the use of satellite vehicles

for active or passive co---uulcatious relay. This could extend what

are effectively llne-of-sight communication lluks for thousands of

miles between points on the ground, with very great baudwldths amd

none of the capriciousness nov characterizing long-range HF commuui-
cations.

Many indirect benefits will also be derived from the technological

developmeuts that vilI make space flight practical. The necessarily

high technological standards required for space flight will certainly

accelerate improvement lu transportation, co---uuicatlou and other
contributions to human welfare.

The unpredictable lo_g-termbeuefits of space-accelerated

scieutlfic and technological advancement will almost certainly
far exceed the foreseeable benefits.

Aside from the intentional omission of military and political

objectives, the foregoing objectives appear to be iu consonance

vith those mentioned in "Introduction to Outer Space," by the

President's Science Advisory Committee (Killiau Committee), and

with the objectives stated in the National Aeronautics and Space

Act of 1958, which is the enabling lesiglation for the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

BASIC SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Space Research

Geophysical observations from satellites and non-orbiting space

probes enable the gravitational and magmetic fields in the vicinity
of the earth to be mapped to altitudes limited only by the capabilities

of the flight vehicle. The interactions among these fields and the

particles and radiatlous approaching the earth from the sun and outer
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space cau be studied, and related to the composition and behavior

of the gaseous envelope of the earth from troposphere to exosphere.

Satellite observations of large-scale cloud movements and other

atmospheric phenomena cau do much to put meteorology on a more

sound scientific basis. As propulsion and guidance systems are

improved, "geodetic" and "geophysical" studies can be extended to

the moon and other planets.

Telescopes and spectroscopes mounted on earth satellites can

utilize the complete radiation spectrum from vacuum ultraviolet to

radio frequencies to observe the sun, the planete_ stars t and

interstellar space. Direct measurements of the space environment

should include the nature, directiou and intensity of electromagnetic

and corpuscular radiatiou_ and the nature and distribution of meteorites.

The mass density in space can be measured, and large-scale magneto-

hydrod.yxuamic phenome na iu and beyond the ionosphere can be studied.
These observation-, and direct measurements will offer tremendous

improvements in understauding of cosmic processes.

In addition to scientific observations and environmeutal

measurements, satellite experiments will enable evaluatiou of the

effect of the space environment on all types of material aud biological

specimens and hardware components. Re-entry phenomena can be studied,

andhere, for the first time, it is possible to investigate the

effects of extended periods of weightlessness ou instrumentation and

living subjects.

Experimeuts with mau and other ILviug organisms, both plant

and animal, during exteuded periods in the space euviroument may

offer new insight into human physiologr and psychology and into

life processes generally.

Upper Atmosphere Experiments

Upper atmosphere experiments, utilizing both rocket-propelled

and balloon-supported vehicles, can, a_ reasonable cost, give direct
i-_formatiou ou both the vertical and t:_me-wise variatious of various

atmospheric parameters and cosmic radiations. Heat-transfer, ablatiou,

vehicle-control dynamics, and pilot-vel,icle interactions can be

studied uuder approximately re-entry c,,uditions. Limited-time

biological studies and human physiological and psychologi-_al studies

under almost space couditious, and with limited periods of weightless-

ness, can also be investigated.

Ground-Based Supporting Research

In addition to direct study of tLe space enviroumeut, much

ground-based research must be couducte& as a basis for the space
flight program. This will include suck factors as radiatiou effects
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on materla_s, instruments, and living organisms, an.d means of

radiatiou protection. Other phsyical p_euomema" pertlneut to space

flight andre-entry include radio propagation; the behavior, in a

space-type environment,, of materials., transducers, power supplies,

and so forth, for instrument compoments; hypersonic gasdymamlcs,

both continuum and-moucoutiuuum; and maguetogasdyuamlcs.

Human factors pertinent to space flight present a real

challenge. Those amenable to ground-based study include, among

others, acceleration and vibration tolerauce and protection, and the

influence of hey physiological and psycho_loglcal factors (other than

veightlessuess) on the performange capabilities of the crew members.

A major cooperative effort betveeu the NASA, the Department of

Defense, and other groups concerned vlth aeromedical and space flight

problems is necessary.

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

Vehicle Instrumentation

Vehicle iustrumemtationpreseuts formidable development problems

because of the conflicting requirements of minimum weight, adequate

resistance to the accelerations and vibrations of launching and

ability to operate correctly for extended periods of time under the

coudltious of space flight. For scientific observations, a complete

range of instrumentation will be requited for observing the external

environment and recording or telemetering the data. Other special

iustrumeutatlou will be required to observe experiments conducted
withiu the vehicle.

Navigation and guidance equipment, and instruments for attitude

sensing and control and fol co_m_uuicatiou, are required for operation

of the vehicle, partlcularly ou extended flights into space. An

integrated display of information ou the interDal environment and

the vehicle operation will be required for manned flights. Improved

auxiliary powersources will be needed for all types of vehicle-borne
instruments.

It is recommended tha$ the NASA organize and give consistent

support to a compreheuslve program of instrumentation development,

comprising not only Instruments useful in the development, flight

testlug, and operation of space vehicles, but also the instruments

meeded for a broad program of environmental and other experimental

research. Special attention should be paid to the novel deslgu

possibilities offered by operatiom of such instruments in free fall
and im vacuo.
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Ground Simulation of EnvironmentandOperational Problems

The development and testing of a space vehiclej its components

and, for a manned vehicle, its crew require ground simulation of the

eucirommeut and operating problems that will be encountered. The
completeuess of the simulatlou may v ell determine the success or
failure of the mission, this will be a continuously changing problem
as mew information is obtained on the environment and as the operatioua_

ranges and durations increase.

Wind tunnels and Jets of various types, ballistic ranges aud
structural test facilities, can simulate, to a reasonable extent,

aerod_namic effects encountered during launching and re-entry.
Vacuum chambers with assorted loading devices and radlatiou sources

will be useful for both instrument and structural tests.

The capacity of a humau crew to participate iu the operation

of a space vehicle is still au unknown quautity. As fast as such

capabilities are demonstrated they should be utilized to the extent

profitable iu the operatiou of the vehicle. Therefore, flight

sinm_lators should be designed and built iu which the flight dynamics

and internal euvlromneut of space vehicles cau be simulated as

closely as possible. Such facilities v_uld be used for pilot
evaluatiou and training and for evaluatLou of the dynamic character-

istics of the vehicle-pilot combination.

_light Testing _chuiques

To aid iu the advanced development of space vehicles and

sub-systems, aud to complemeut the grouad-based simulators, it is
recommeuded that the NASA use reliable _igh-performauce rocket-

propelled test vehicles which would be _taudardized for as many

tests as possible. Iu order _to miulmiz._ the develol_neut cost of

such vehicles, they should presumably b_ based ou military de-

velopmeuts in the missile field.

Two other techuiques are recommeu_d for larger-scale tests

aud for systems developmeut aud testiug. One of these is a large,

high-altitude, balloon-supported labora;ory lu which most coudltious

of space euviro_meut could be simulated. This balloon-supported

laboratory would mot only allow a subst_tutlal amouut of research ou

the equipmeut ueeded by the space crew and ou the effects of space

environmeut ou the capsule aud its iuha')itauts, but could also be
valuable for basic euviroumeutal studle;.
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The other .is a-uouorbitiug rocket-propelled research ve.hicle

capable of carrylmg at least two men, or an actual man-carrying

satellite capsule. This vehicle should be capable of a number of

minutes of free coast well above significant atmospheric influences.

Such a vehicle could be user for development and final fllght-testiug

of actual space capsules, for study of various recovery techuiques,

and for development of space flight controls and operational instru-

mentation. Iu addition, flight crews could be tralced aud evaluated

under substantially longer periods of weightlessness than are possible

within the atmosphere.

With the establishment of artificial earth satellites, space

flight has become a reality, albeit on only a very limited scale.

For more extended space mlssious, the long-time effects of the space

environment on the vehicle and its contents must be known and de-

signed for. This can best be studied in earth satellite vehicles.

Strong technological support should be provided for all phases of

vehicular developmeut. Specifically, a substantial fractiou of

space flight missious should be allocated to such techuological

projects as components tests, materials tests,engine-restart tests,

solar power supply systems, et cetera.

GROUND FACILITIES

for Space Flight Operations

Range Capabilities and Requirements

In view of the plans to expand the NASA Wallops Island facility

for technique developmeut aud relatively small probe and satellite

launchiugs, and with the Atlantic aud the Pacific Missile Ranges

capable of substautial further developmeut, there is no present need

for auother major uonequatorial launching complex. It may be desirable,

however, for the NASA to establish permaueut field stations at both

the Atlautic aud Pacific Missile Ranges.

Ou the other haud, the uuique properties of an equatorial orbit

lead to a distiuct ueed for au equatorial lauuchiug site. These are:

i. Narrow track over the earth's surface.

2. Best departure poiut for interplanetary operatious.

3- Capability for all other orbits.

4. Minimum requiremeut for ground stations and communication

system.

These consideratious briug the Committee to the conclusion

that the NASA should establish a study, survey and planning group
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aimed toward early provision of an equatorial launching capability,

including necessary logistic support_ for the United States. Fixed-

base and ship-based launchings should be considered by the group

before reaching a final decision.

Ground-Based Instrumentation System

The ground-based instrumentation _eeds of the civilian space

program encompass such things as:

i. Communication with and transmission of commands to vehicles

both near the earth and in interplanetary space.

2. Active and passive tracking of space vehicles.

3- Reception of telemetry signals from space.

4. Calculation of real-time search ephemeris data.

5". Calculation of final orbits for scientific analysis.

The instrumentation necessary can thus be listed as:

i. A network of stations suitably located for tracking of and

communication with vehicles in interplanetary space. These stations

must be tied together with reasonably rapid co_uicatiou links.

The stations will consist of very large antennas, sensitive receiving

equipment, and high-power transmitting equipment.

2. A uetwork of radio receiving statious to obtain orbital

iuformation from active satellites. These stations may be, in part
at least, the same as those in the preci_dlug paragraph.

3. A network of optical stations to make very precise optical

observations on some satellites, aud a a_upplemeutary set of optical

observing stations_ probably similar to the present Moouwatch teams,
for rough orbital data.

4. A set of telemetry receiving statious which will be in

part, but not necessarily completely, al the other radio sites.

5. A special network of stations ior re-entry experlments.

6. Computing facilities to calculste and publish search
ephemeris data.

7. Computing facilities to generate orbital data of sufficient

accuracy to satisfy scientific needs.
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II

This co_plete instrumentation network should be coordinated"

with similar activities of the Department of Defense, but the special

requiremeuts of the civilian space program are such as to require ths

NASA to establish and operate some of the stations. The technical

requirements of the space co=zuuicatiou channels, telemetry, et cetera

should likewise be coordinated with the Department of Defense.

In view of the radio frequency requirements of the space program

for communication with space vehicles, it is reco_nd2d that NASA

take the necessary steps to insure that frequency assignments for

this prupose are available.

Overseas stations of the NASA could be operated by local

technical groups, universities, et cetera, and this phase of the

problem should be actively pursued by NASA, for reasons both of

efficient and economical operation an& of international cooperation.

It is recommeude_ that the NASA offer to support the continued

opera_ion of the present !GY tracking system for an iuterlm period

after the expiration of the present !GY support. It is recommended,

however, that a study be made of possible radio tracking systems to

replace or supplement the present Minitrack stations. It is believed

that a permanent radio tracking system should be capable of receiving

signals at higher frequencies and from larger numbers of satellites,

Should probably offer great__r angular coverage, and may require a

different geographical plam. Special attention needs to be given

to the reception of signals of broader bandwidth to take care of

future satellites which may have a relatively large quantity of
information to transmit back to earth.

Real-Time Co_zunication

Certain projects _-ill require real-time computation of orbits

and connnunication of the data to other ground stations at large

earth distances. A capability for com_r_uication with the satellite

essentially all the time may ai_o be desirabl_ particularly for

manned flights. It appears, h_ver, that such a situation may not

be Completely feasible, either technically or economically, in the

near future, a_i therefore the communication system which can be

provided may prove to be one of the limitin8 factors in the design

of the experiment. Har_wire, which is considsred to be the only

currentl_ available communication system whose reliability approaches

i00 percent t extends onl_" from Hawaii to Italy by commercial cable.

All radio systems of substantial range are less relisblej except for

line-of-sight Ol_2-ratious such as _o_ranication satellites might

provide. Since many agencies are concerned with this matter, and

many important d2sign decisions must b_ taken to yield the most
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generally useful satellite co_muicatious relay system, NASA should

take the initiative in coordinating the various requirements and

settling ou a preferred system at the earliest possible date.
Furthermore, projects requiring real-time communication should

formulate a rather complete co_uuicatious plan early iu the
project-planning stage.

Recovery

The requirements for recovery of iustrumeuted and manned

satellites from orbital flight pose problems involving equipment,

co---uuicatiou, and operation which are of very great magnitude. The

escape maneuver during both the launch and the recovery phases will

require recovery capability over large areas of the Atlantic Oceau,
the Pacific Ocean, and possibly the United States Zone of the Ynterior.

It appears that a coordinated uatloual effort is required to

cope with this problem.

It is recon_euded, therefore, that NASA establish a working

group ou recovery systems which will summarize the experience

obtained to date, will define the problems to be solved, and propose

operational techniques aud equipmeut which should be developed.

Oue possible solutiou would he for the Atlantic, Pacific, and

White Sands Missile Ranges to establish coordinated operational groups

for these three areas, making maxlmumuse of existing organization

and facilities, for all natioual space programs requiring recovery
techniques.

Space Surveillance Problems

It is not considered necessary for NASA to set up the ground

equipment and to maintain current ephem_.rides of all passive

satellites, although, of course, epheme_ides will be required for

all satellites duriug the course of theLr experimeuts aud for all

satellites iuteuded for recovery.

It is considered important that sc_e kind of control be applied

to limit the life of any satellite radio transmitter to a reasonable

duratiou of experimeut, iu order to pre-leut cluttering up useful

parts of the radio spectrum. However, uo uou-military need is

anticipated, at this time, for a "vacua: cleaner" to remove from

orbit the satellites that have outlived their usefulness.
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FLIGHT PROGRAM

Re-entry Vehicles

Types of and uses for non-satellite probes aud instrumented
satellites have already been commented upon. Manned satellites,

however, must be capable of safely re-entering the earth's atmosphere

and being recovered. As a result of study of a number of suggested

satellite vehicles for manned flight, it is concluded that:

i. The ballistic (pure drag) type vehicle can probably be

put In operatiou soonest because:

a. The booster problem is simplest by virtue of the

low weight of this satellite vehicle.

b. The aerodymamic heating problem is well understood.

c. The development of the vehicle appears to be

stralght-forward.

2. The high-drag, high-lift vehicle study should be carried on

concurrently because:

a. The ability to steer during re-entry eases the

recovery problem, since it reduces the accuracy required

of the retrograde rocket timing and impulse, and allows
the vehicle to be flo_rn to or near the ground or sea

recovery stations.

b. The danger of excessive accidental decelerations

due to malfunction in either the boost phase or re-entry

phase of flight is greatly diminished.

3- The low-drag, high-lift vehicle looks less attractive for

application to manned space flight for the near future. The ad-

vantages of better range control and greater maneuverability after

re-eutry may eventually make this vehicle more desirable.

Propulsion

There has been much discussion of the relative merits of

developing a larger booster engine or of clustering smaller oues.

Both of these developments are required.
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Schedule studies clearly indicate that a booster of one million

pounds thrust or more could be available about three years earlier

if it were based on the clustering of existing rocket euglnes. This

would lead to a fourth generation of space vehicles (with Vanguard-

Jupiter C being the first; IR_-boosted space vehicles being the

sedood; IC_-boosted vehicles the thirl generation.) Progress in

the rocket engine field offers a high degree of confidence that a

multiple-barrel booster of one to one and a half million pounds

total thrust could be ready for flight test in two to three years.

Fifth-geaeratiou boosters based on the one million pounds-plus

thrust, single-barrel engine (whether using one such engine or several)

would offer orbital payloads up to I00,O00 pounds, and would be

available three years later.

It is strongly reco-wmeaded that a stud_ be mad_ to assess the

advisability of d_veloping recoverable first-stage boosters. Recovery

techuiques should be optimized from a systems point of view.

Strong research effort on novel p_opulsiou systems for vacuum

operations isurged, and development of high-energy-propellant

systems for upper stages should receive full support.

Vehicles for Early Experiments

In the preceding section several generations of space vehicle

boosters are identified iu general ter:_s. The first generation,

already in being, is capable of puttin+_ into orbit payloads of

approximately 30 pounds. Such a vehicle enables the observatiou of

a relatively small number of space euv Lrommental factors, or the

conduct of simple ex!_erimeuts in the s_ce environment. The second

generation, with payload capabilities up to roughly 300 pounds,

enables more sophisticated or larger uumbers of experiments and

environmental observations. The third-generation vehicles should

make possible payloads of 3,000 pounds or more. Heavy or bulky

observing Instruments wlth provision f,,r long-time attitude control

and data trausmission can be carried, _Lud minimal manned space flights

should be possible.

In each of these geuerations a nu_ber of boosters and upper

stages are either available or uuder _velopmeut. Proper com-

binations of these should make possible a wide spectrum of payloads

and performances. Furthermore, it is _.ikel_' that early generation

vehicles will continue to be used even after later geueratiou vehicles

are available. Therefore the NASA sholld make a thorough study of

the capabilities of existing stages to determine whether there are auy

serious gaps in the spectrum, and to select particular combiuatious

for further development aud use in its early experiments. With
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ProPerly selective effort golu6 into the ear_7 ge_eratiousj a more

vigorous development program for later generations of boosters and

vehicles should be possible.

CONCLUSION

Scientific advances of the broadest import can result from

substantially improved uuderstaud/_ of cosmic processes and their

influence upon the enviroument, and therefore the iuhabitantsp of the

earth. The acquisition of such understanding depends critically upon
the establishment of observational vantage points outside the Insulation

of the earth's atmosphere. The discussions and suggestions regarding

research policies, procedures and programs presented in this report
are intended to further the rapid and efficient development of the

requisite space flight capabilities. "All of these suggestions

include recommendations, either stated or implicit, for cooperation
or close coordination with related work by other civil and military

agencies. More detailed discussions and program recolzneudations iu

particular fields are treated by the Working Group reports.
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The Special Committee on Space Techuologywas e_tablished early
in 1958 to advise the NACA regard_lug the development of its space

research activities. The first meeting was held in the NACA

Headquarters on February 13, 1958, with all members attending. The
members:

Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Chairman

Colomel Norman C. Appold

Mr. Abraham Hyatt
Dr. Weruher yon Braun

Dr. Hugh L. Dryden
Mr. Robert R. Gilruth

Mr. H. Julian Allen

Mr. Abe Silverstein

Dr. H. W. Bode

Dr. Milton U. Clauser

Professor Dale R. Corson

Mr. J. R. Dempsey
Mr. S. K. Hoffmau

Dr. W. Randolph Lovelace, II

Dr. W. H. Pickerimg
Dr. Louis N. Ridenour

Dr. J. A. Van Allen

Mr. Carl B. Palmer, Secretary

The first task undertaken by the Committee was the development

of a balanced, national civil space research program. To obtain the

broad background in space science and technology required for such a

project, a number of ad hoc Working Groups were appointed to consider

particular aspects of space research. These groups were made up of

individuals of recognized ability amd experience and were headed by

members of the Committee. This repor_ was prepared iu the light of

the advice of these Working Groups au.[ the NACA Committeescou/Aircra_,

Missile, and Spacecraft Aerodymamics, Construction, and Propulsion.

The Working Groups and their c_osisiou:

i. Working Group on Space Research Objectives

Dr. J.A. Van Allen, Chairman
Professor Dale R. Corsou

Colonel Norman C. Appold

Mr. Robert Cornog

I_. Robert P. Havilaud

])r. J. RI Pierce

]Tofessor Lyman Spitzer, Jr.

)_. E. 0. Pearson, Secretary

2. Working Goup on Vehicular P: ogram

Dr. Weruher yon Braun, Chairman
Mr. S. K. Hoffman

Colonel Norman C. Appold

Mr. Abraham Hyatt
Dr. Louis N. Rideuour

Mr. Abe Silverstein

I,r. Krafft A. Ehricke

_i. M. W. Hunter

_r. C. C. Ross

It. Homer J. Sta%mrt

_r. George S. Trimble, Jr.

hr. William H. Woodward, Secretary
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3. Working Group on Re-Emtry

Dr. Milton U. Clsm_er, Chairman

Mr. H. Julian Allen

Mr. Mac C. Adams

Dr. Alfred J. Egrets, Jr.

Mr. M_cime A. Faget
Dr. A. H. Flax

Profesuor Laeter Lees

Mr. Harlowe J. Longfelder

Dr. J. C. McDonald

Professor S. A. Schaaf

Colon'.1 John P. Stapp

Mr. R. Fabian Goramson, Secretary

.Mr. Harvey H. Brown, Secretary

4. Working Group on Range, Launch, and Tracking Facilities

Mr. J. R. Dampsey, Chairman
Mr. Robert R. Gilru_h

Colonel Paul T. Cooper

Mr. L. G. deBey
Mr. Carl E. Duckett

Ccm_m_uder Robert F. Freitag

Professor J. Allen Hynek

Mr. John T. Mengel

Mr. Graysom Merrill

Mr. Carl B. Pa/mer_ Secretary

5- Working Group on Instrumentation

Dr. W. H. Pickerlng, Chairman

Dr. louis N. Ridenour

Dr. H. W. Bode

Mr. Robert W. Buchheim

Mr. Harry J. Goe_t

Dr. Albert C. Hall

Hr. Eberhardt Rechtim

Mr. William T. Russell

Dr. Robert C. Seamaas, Jr.

Mr. Bernard Maggln, Secretary

6. Working Group on Space Surveil/anee

Dr. H. W. Bode, Chairman

Dr. W. H. Pickerimg

Mr. Wilbur B. Davenport: Jr.
Mr. W. B. Hebenstreit

Mr. Richard S. Leghorn

Mr. K. G. Macleish

Mr. William B. MaLe_an

_r. Alan H. Shapley

Dr. Fred L. Whipple

Mr. Carl B. Palmer, Secretary

7- Working @roup on Human Factors and Traiuing

Dr. W. Randolph Love]Lce, IX,

Chairman

Mr. A. Scott Crossfleld

Mr. Eabert M. Drake

Brig. C_neral Donald D. Z_lie_klnger

Colonel Edward B, Giller

Dr_ J_ee D. Hardy

Mz. Wright Haskell !_ugham

Dr. trlrich C. Luft

Mr. Bo_-_ C. My_r_, !I, Secretary
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